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MIVSRSITY OP SOUTHAMPTON 

ABSTRACT 

FACULTY OF SCIENCE 

CHEMISTRY -

Master of Philosophy 

SOLUTION AND GAS PHASE STUDIES OF SOME HALIDES M D OXIDE HALIDES 

"by Peter Joseph Jones 

•V/hen carrying out conductance determinations of solutions of metal 

halides in non-aqueous solvents it is important that water is complete-

ly absent. Unfortunately, due to traces of water being present in such 

solutions, a number of erroneous conductance measurements have been pub-

lished which has led to the wrong deduction as to the species present 

in the solution. The acetonitrile solutions of SbCl^, SeC1^2py, 

(CHj)2SiCl22bipy, and TeCl^ are shown to be essentially non-conducting. 

TeCl^ has also been studied in benzene solutions and in the gas phs,se, 

and shown to be a monomer in all three cases. Acetonitrile solutions 

of Group Illb halides have been studied by conductance, and Raman and 

infra-red spectroscopy. While BCl^ is shown to be non-conducting, AlCl^, 

GaCl^ and InCl^ have varying degrees of conductance. The AlCl^/aceto-

nitrile system has been studied in more detail, and it is probable that 

it dissociates in solution into the species /AlCl(CH^CN) ̂  7̂"*" 2 AlCl^ • 

in agreement with the X-ray structure of the solid adduct. 

It is possible to handle many inorganic fluorides in glass apparatus 

provided that water is rigorously removed to prevent the formation of 

hydrogen fluoride. An all glass apparatus has been constructed for the 

determination of the molecular weights in the gas phase of volatile 

fluorides. While MoF.O and W.O are shown to be monomeric, NbP^ and 
4 4 5 

TaP^ exhibit polymer/monomer equilibria. 

Obtaining Raman and infra-red spectra of fluorides and fluoride oxides 

in the gas nhase at high temperatures presents many problems due to 

corrosion of the containment snd window materials. A number of cells 

for obtaining the infra-red and Raman spectra of inorganic volatile 

fluorides and fluoride oxides at high temperatures are described. A 

study of the shape of (Te^^O)g by Raman azid infra-red spectroscopy ha,s 

been carried out. The non-transition metal fluoride oxides are compared 

with the transition metal fluoride oxides. 
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CSAPTSR 1 

Conductance 



1:1 Introdnction 

A+ the tnm of the century, A. Werner used the results of 

conductivity meesuremeats on coint>ounds such as Pt(Ka^)gCl^ end 

Co(KH_)gBrj (t) to exr"'f»in the occurrence of isomers. This vork 

vss the foundation of coordination chemistry (2). Conductance in 

pqueous solutions hPS "been used extensively since to invf ihyqlg the 

com-Dlexity of coordination compounds. 

An equelly extensive smount of literature exists concerning 

conductance in non-?aueous solvents ($8,3%). .With the.o&jority of 
of Hie tesn-lrs 

compounds there is no doubt about the. vslidity^ however,a great 

deal of care must he used when the solute is easily hydrolysed. 

Concentrations of 10 are typical for the determination of 

and it is worth considering what this means in terms of concentra-

tion of water. A 10 solution of vpter in an organic solvent is 

18g/l0^ ml (or annroxima-tely 18 wil) which is quite a difficult 

level to obtain and maintain. (Certainly most dry boxes would have 

difficulty in reaching this level). Î any organic solvents dried to 

this level are very hygroscot>ic. 

1:2 Theory of Conductors 

Before presenting results a brief outline of the theory of con-

ductors will be given. 

The resis+ance of an elec+rolytic conductor to the passage of 

an electric current is determined by Ohm's Law 

P 
* = /*][ 1 

where E : resistance 

£ : length of electrolyte between the plates 

A ; area of the ulates 

p : proportionality constant defined as the specific 

resistance of a conductor 1 cm length, cross-

section 1 cm squsxe. 

This las+ term is obviously a characteristic of the conductor. 

It is usual to define the term conductance, L, as follows: 

T 1 1 A 
^ = E - yS g 2 



h? 

then the specific cond-actance_, L̂ , ̂  conductance of a 1 cm cube of 

ms-terial (miits : reciprocal ohms, ohms ^ or mho in c.g.s, for S.l, 

the imit is the Siemen). 

The equivalent conductance, A^, of an electrolyte is defined 

PS the conductance of a volume of solution containing one equivalent 

weight of dissolved substance between tjarallel electrodes 1 cm apart 

5 

where c is concentration of a solution in gram equivalents rer litre. 

Using equation 2, 

A e = ^ U 4 

/̂A is a characteristic of a given cell called the cell constant, 

and is usually determined indirectly by measuring the resistance of 

a solution for which the equivalent conductance is known (see 

Section 1:9« As ^ is a physical measurement it is possible 

to determine it using aqueous solutions). 

The molar conductivity is defined by the following equation 

A 1000 i 1 
M = A R 

where c^ is the molar concentration. 

The cell design and apparatus are discussed in Sections 1:7,1:$. 

Kohlraush (4) found empirically that for solutes which are 

completely dissociated, a -olot of vs /c is a straight line at 

low concentration fitting the equation 

/\o " - B / ; 5 

where A^ is the limiting conductance. 

From a consideration of the physical quantities involved, Debye 

and Huckel ($)_ and Onsager (6) have derived the following equation: 

(lz"Ulz-|) + ^-803 X - . o S ^ y U o ] yr ....6 

&T)% (1 +75) . 

where ^ ; dielectric constant of the solvent 

T : temperature (*̂ K) 

y ; viscosity of the solvent (noise) 

charge on the cation and anion respectively 

A = / \ -
c o 

Z" 

z+z" 

h V * l z - l 



Are the limiting conductivitfe'sof the respective ions at 

infinite dilution ( A = ) 
• + 

Q 
The ionic strength, I = (n^2^ + n ) 

In the limiting case (for solutions <C .001 K) there is very 

good agreement. For concentrations greater than this the disparity 

between the theoretical and experimental curves widen. However^the 

equation is sJi improvement over the earlier elementary theory which 

assumed that charge-carrying ions do not get in each other's way; 

i.e. that the ionic cloud is so tenuous that it' can "be ignored. 

There are a number of objections to the equation: 

1) It assumes that all ions are free to act as charge carriers. 

2) The ions are assumed to be point charges. 

5) The relaxation effect (due to the changing field of a moving 

ion) and the electrouhoretic effect (due to the external field) have 

been treated independently of each other. 

A number of developments have taken place more recently to over-

come these criticisms (7). Nevertheless,the Onsager equation is use-

ful to compsr-e calculated and ejrperimental curves. 

1:5 Use of Conductivity Measurements to determine the Species Present 

in Solution 

For a given solvent (T,^, £ constant) the term in the square 
, Irhe . 

bracket of equation 5 (term B of^Kohlrausch equation) will depend on 

the complexity of the species present. Conductivity determinations 

have been widely used in coordination chemistry to distinguish be-

tween different types of electrolyte (i.e. uni-uni, uni-bi valent). 

The simplest method has been to determine the conductivity of a 

solution at one concentration (A^^ e.g. 10 ^M) and compare the 

result with known electrolytes. However, for complexes of the type 

[_ this method will not determine the complexity, z. 

However, when the change in with concentration is plotted, a 

function of the charge on the ions present is involved. 

Rearranging equation 5 gives 

A q - /\g = B/c 5(a) 

If A p - A g is plotted against \/c the value of tte slope, B, 

will give an indication of the type of electrolyte being dealt with. 



(B is also dependent on which varies vitli each electrolyte) (8) . 

This is obviously a "better and more reliable method than that of 

determining one value of A . The latter method can be improved by 

comparing the results obtained directly against an electrolyte 

having a similar value of /\ , and of known complexity. 

For a solution which does not conduct, low values of /\ are 

obtained ( 20) snd a plot of /\ vs will tend to be parallel 

to the X axis. 

1:4 Conductivity Titrations 

By following the change in conductivity of a solution during 

the addition of one electrolyte to gnother it is possible to deter-

mine the chemical end-point or stoichiometry of the reaction. For 

exam-ole, take the trivial case of the addition of a solution of a 

base (NaOH; to a strong acid (HCl). The initial high conductance 

due to the presence of ions ( 7\ ° = 551) will fall as they 

are replaced by the cation Ka"̂  ( /\° = 51»3) • After the end-point 

the conductance will rise rapidly due to excess hydroxyl ions 

( "X ° = 198.5)(9)• A plot of conductance against addition of base 

will consist of two straight lines, the end point beingat the point 

of intersection. 

Conductivity titrations require fairly simrle and robuat ap-oar-

atus, and are useful for solutions which are highly coloured, give 

precipitates^ or are very dilute. This tyoe of titration is also 

useful in non-aqueous solvents where few suitable indicators are 

available. It is also not essential to know the actual conductance,it 

being sufficient to riot the reciprocal of the measured resistance 

against the volume of resgent added. 

Extra information can be obtained in several ways, e.g. 

1) The absolute conductance is calculated snd plotted. It may 

then be possible to determine the type of electrolyte formed. 

2) The Raman spectrum of the solution is also obtained (lO). 

The difficulty here is that the concentration ranges may not be the 

same for each technique i.e. a suitable conductance concentration 

vdll be too weak for the Rajaan (es-oecially if the species present 

are poor scatterers). 



1:5 Hon-sq'ueous Solvents 

In the Ons&ger equation (equation 5) two physical properties 

of the solvent occur in the term in the square "bracket, they are 

the dielectric constant £ , and the viscosity ^ . 

The dielectric constant of the solvent affects the free energy 

of solvation of the ions, the degree of dissociation and the solu-

bility of the electrolyte solutes. It also influences the activity 

coefficient of an electrolyte as represented/for the dilute solutions)^ 

in the Onsager equation. 

The value of + "X° , and Tv. ° = t_̂  /\^, where 

t° is the transfer number at infinite dilution) is determined mainly 

ty the viscosity of the solvent and the degree of solvation of the 

ions. In general, a solvent which has a high dielectric constant 

and a low viscosity will be preferred for conductance measurements. 

It should also be unreactive (not associate with the solute) and be 

easily purified. 

Values for S a n d a r e given in Table 1:1 for some typical 

solvents. 

TABLE 1:1 

Dielectric Constants & Viscosities (-poise) for Common Solvents 

_£ ^ (m poise) 

Water 78.54 8. 95 
Dimethylsulfoxide 46.6 19. 60 
Dimethylformamide 37.2 8. 0 

Acetonitrile 36.0 3. 45 
Kitromethane 56.6 6. 11 
Nitrobenzene 34.69 18. 40 
Methanol 32.6) 5. 46 

Ethanol 24.30 10. 78 

From the table it c?in be seen that dimethylsulf03d.de and nitro-

benzene have rather high viscosities, whereas ethanol has a rather 

low dielectric constant. Acetonitrile on the other hand, while 

having suitable values for 6 and y suffers the disadvantage of 

strong coordinating power and dissociative effects. (Acetonitrile 

has been described as 'a dipolar arrotic solvent of moderate cation 

solvating ability and rather weaker anion solvating ability (ll)). 



It can also "be seen vhy water is a gooc-l solvent with a 

high dielectric constant and low viscosity. 

Bogges 8Jid Zatko (3a) have recently tabulated values of A ° 

and "A for a number of ions in some of these solvents. In 

general values of -A^ are higher in non-aqueous solvents than water 

(e.g. Et̂ N'̂ Cl /\^ (water) = 110; /\ ̂  (acetonitrile) = 180) . 

For 1:1 electrolytes in acetonitrile values of are in the 
— 1 2 — T —^ 

range 120 - l60 ohm cm mole (M = 10 ). With 2:1 electrolytes 

220 - 300 ohm ^cm^mole and 3:1 ^^^=340 - 420 ohm~^cm^mole ' 

respectively are to he expected (3b). 

1:6 Effect of water on Conductivities in Organic Solvents 

A solvent such as acetonitrile^when thoroughly dried,is extremely 

hygroscopic. Therefore,once the solvent has been dried) it is usual 

to store it on molecular sieves or in a vacuum ampoule . It must be 

used in a completely anhydrous system. With many inorganic salts, 

and complexes, traces of water will have little effect, but for 

sensitive compounds such as SbCl^, GaCl^ the results could be meaning-

less. The hydrolysis of a halide could liberate the corresponding 

halo-acid which will probably have a high conductivity in the solvent 

(i.e. 1:1 electrolyte). It is also possible,hov;ever,that low values 

may be obtained at low concentrations. This is the case for reported 

measurements on aluminium trichloride in acetonitrile (l2) . 

As stated earlier concentrations of around 0.001 M are usual 

in conductance determinations which,for water in an organic solvent, 

is 18 ppm. To obtain results which,are consistent and where the 

concentration of water is below this level, all glass vacuum systems 

have been used and will now be discussed. 

1:7 Experimental Method 

Standard 'breakseal' techniques were used to manipulate liquids 

and solids in vacuum systems. The weights of easily sublimed compounds 

were determined by weghing small ampoules containing the material. 

The ampoule was then broken open in a closed vacuum system, the 

material sublimed into a breakseal which was then sealed off. The 



original ampoule vas then removed from the system and weighed. If 

the ampoule is large a correction for buoyancy must "be cade. This 

method works veil if the weight of the compound is greater than 

about 20 mg. 

For liquids, providing they are not too volatile, and the 

density is known, the length)occupy'- in a known cross-section 

capillary tube is the best method of determining the wei^t. 

A typical experiment was carried out in the following way. The 

apparatus sketched in the figure below was made in Pyrex glass 

Vacuum 
line 

Cell 

B 

A 

V 

Sample 

Burette 

3 

A 

CE CN 

After pumping out to a vacuum better than 10 ^ mm Eg^the system 

was "flsjned" several times before sealing off from the pumping system 

at 'A'. The ampoule of acetonitrile was broken open and distilled 

into the burette and sealed off at 'B'. The volume and then the 

conductance of the solvent was measured. The sample ampoule was 

opened and the solution made up. The solution was collected in the 

burette after filtering, the samtile ampoule being washed out by 

means of back distillations. The solution was cooled down (-78°C) 

and the system sealed and separated at 'C. The conductance of the 

most dilute solution was now measured (25°C - l). By distilling 

acetonitrile from the solution in the cell into the burette, and 

measuring the volume, a series of more concentrated solutions can be 

obtained. A conductance measurement on each solution was obtained, 

values of c and (or being calculated. A check on the 



most dilute solution was repeated at the end of the run. The values 

of conductance changed insignificantly with time, it being usual to 

take readings over a period of about 15 minutes once the solution 

had reached 25°C. 

1:8 Detection of Conductance 

The passage of a current through a solution of an electrolyte 

may produce changes in the composition of the solution in the vicinity 

of the electrodes; at the electrodes potentials will arise which can 

result in serious errors in conductivity measurements unless these 

polarisation effects are reduced. 

The resistance of a conductivity cell is usually measured "by a 

circuit "based on the Vheatstone Bridges-

1 ^ 2 

A A A A A A A A A 

In earlier apparatus the detector (D) used was often a telephone 

receiver (l5), however most present day equipment uses a simple 

oscilloscope ('magic eye') or recorder (14). A recent paper discusses 

errors to "be expected in conductivity measurements (15)• 

In the experiments described in this thesis, a Pye conductance 

"bridge was used operating at 1,000 cps. The detection was by means 

of a simple oscilloscope and it was possible to balance out the 

impedence part of the cell. The range of the instrument was from 

1 to 10 ^ ohm 



1:9 Cells and cell constants 

The type of cell vised was constructed using two thin parallel 

platiniua electrodes 1 cm square, approximately 0.1 cm apart (giving 

a "crude" cell constant of about 0.1 cm"^). Small "blohs of soft 

glass vere placed at the comers of the pi at in...urn to keep the elec-

trodes a fixed distance apart. To each electrode a platin. um wire 

was electrically welded, which was then welded to a thin piece of 

platin/um foil (l mm wide). This foil was sealed through the walls 

of the pyrex container.* In this way a vacuum tight seal was formed 

"between the pyrex and the platin.,um which was able to stand heating 

to circa $00°C and cooling to liquid nitrogen temperatures. 

Space was left between the electrodes and the bottom of the cell 

for a small magnetic follower (glass covered), allowing the solution 

to be stirred. 

Platin um 
Foil 

Magnetic 
Follower 

Electrodes 

Conductance of the solution was measured over a period of about 15 -

20 minutes. No phenomenon like the "shaking effect" was noticed (l6) 

due,probably,to the fact that the solution was stirred between read-

ings. 

As is usual, to reduce polarisation, the electrodes were coated 

with platin;'um black which greatly increases the surface area. 

The following procedure was used to platinise new electrodes:-

1) The cell was soaked in a mixture of sodium dichromate/concentrated 

nitric acid for several hours. 

2) It was then washed out with distilled water and left filled with 

distilled water overnight. 

By this meajis it is possible to avoid using soda glass. 
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5) The cell was filled with a solution containing 5 g of chloro-

platinic acid, and 0.025 g lead acetate per 100 ml. 

4) Direct current was passed through the cell at a potential of 

approxims-tely 4 volts for 30 seconds before reversing the direction 

of the current. This procedure was carried out for about 5 minutes 

by which time a strong_,adherentjblack de-oosit of platin. um was ob-

tained. 

5) The cell was washed with distilled water and left filled with 

distilled water until required. 

From time to time the platin.um black was removed and the 

platinising repeated. 

The cell constant (^/a of equation 4) was determined by using 

a solution for which the equivalent conductance, A ^ , was known. 

The most widely used sts-ndard was potassium chloride. Two solutions 

were used to calibrate each cell (17) . 

TABLE 1:2 

Values of A 
e— 

Temperature Concentration of KCl 

0,1 Demal 0,01 Demal 

10 • 0.009516 0,0010151 

15 0,010460 0.0011422 

18 0.on 167 0.0012205 

20 0 . 0 1 1 6 5 9 0 . 0 0 1 2 7 5 1 

25 0.012856 0,0014088 

50 0.014100 0.0015466 

1:10 Purification and Drying of Acetonitrile 

The impurities present in acetonitrile depend̂ , to some extent, 

on its origin. In general the main impurity is water with acrylo-

nitrile, ammonia and acetic acid the other possibilities. The 

following purification procedure is similar to that devised by 

J.P. Coetzee (I8) . 

1) B.D.H. or Cambrian Chemicals (greater than 98^ in Boiling Range 

80-82^C) was refluxed with fresh phosphorous pentoxide (approz. 5g 1 ) 

then carefully distilled discarding the first 10^ or so and stopping 

the distillation when the gel formed by the in the flask showed 
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signs of going dry. This procedure was repeated until the gel was 

nearly white in colour. The solvent was then carefully fractionated, 

the distillate being collected on molecular sieves (4A). 

2) The distillate was decanted from the molecular sieves into a flask 

containing calcium hydride. (The volume of solvent was usually 

500 ml). The solvent was ' refluxed for at least 12 hours, pro-

tected by a phosphorous pent03d.de drying tube, and connected to a 

vacuum line. The acetonitrile was distilled onto fresh calcium 

hydride under vacuum and the first flask removed. After further 

degassing the solvent was distilled into a clean dry flask and sealed 

off, under vacuum, from the line. 

3) The solvent was connected to a new vacuum line and then distilled 

into breakseal ampoules. 

A visible ultra-violet spectrum was run of a sample in a 1 cm 

quartz cell. The cut off was at about 220 m/A, and there was very 

little sign of aromatic impurities in the region 24O - 27O m ju (19)• 

The conductance of the purified acetonitrile was around 

9 % 10 7 ohm~^cm~^. 
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CHAPT5H 2 

Some 17on-conducting S-pecies in Acetonitrile 
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2:1 Conductsnce of Dichloro(diroethyl)ailnne with 2-2' Bipyridyl 

T. Tanplw et al (20) have reported conductance measurements on 

mizfures of 2-2' BipyridyT (hipy), ̂ fith (a) trimethylchlorosilane, 

(b) dimethyldichlorosilane, (c) silicon tetrachloride and (d) germanitm 

tetrachloride which they interpret as showing the formation of a 

dissociated commlez. For exsjn-ple, although dinethyldichlorosilane 

and 'hi-Dy' gave inde-pendently non-conducting solutions, a mixture of 

mole ratio 1:2 gave values shown in the table 

Conductivity of 1:2 moTe ratio of 

SiClo And biry in gcetonitrile 

(CH^)^ SiCl^ M X 10^ 20.1 9.9 1.98 O.79 

Aĵ (ohin"̂ cm ̂ mole 10,0 24.0 81.0 124.O 

The value of A at 0.79 z 10~^M of I24 is given as an indication for 

ionic dissociation into a uni-bivalent electrolyte 

, /"(CH^) 2 SiClg 2bipy_7 = /"(CHj) g Si ZbipyJ?** + 2 Cl" 

The formation and ionisation of such complexes seemsunlikely 

in view of the earlier work of I.R. Beattie sud G. Leigh (2l). 

Due to the volatility of the reactants conductance measurements 

by "standard" method could give rise to erroneous results. 

Two experiments were carried out. In the first the conductance 

of an acetonitrile solution of dichlorodimethylsilane was initially 

measured. The 'bipy' (to give 1:2) was added and the conductance of 

the solution remeasured. 

In the second experiment a solution of 'bipy' was made up and 

its conductance determined. To this was added the dichlorodimethyl-

silane and the measurement repeated. The measurements were carried 

out in the normal way andj although the value of A did not alter, 

the conductance of the dilute solution in both cases is the more 

reliable. 
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Exneriment 1 

Initial concentration of (CH-)pSiClp 0.00591? conductance 
—1 2 —1 ^ 

1.80 ohm" cm mole . Bipy added to give 1:2 mole ratio. 

Conc.(OH^)gSiCl 2 

Cj, moles l""* 

0.0059 0.0769 50.4 

0.0065 O.O8O7 52.5 

0.00765 0.0874 54.5 

0.0098 0.099 58.9 

0.0194 0.159 28.1 

Experiment 2 

Initial concentration of 'Bipy' 0,00968; conductance 
2 —1 

16.0 ohm cm mole (03^)251012 added. 

Cono.(CE)gSiCl 2 

Cĵj moles 1 ̂  

0.00446 0.0668 14.5 

0.00735 0.0856 11.5 

0.00259 0.051 24.1 2nd am-DOule of 

CH^CN added 

0.00)20 0.058 21.9 

0.00546 0.074 18.5 

0.0127 0.115 12.0 

Experiment 2 contains two sets of results as a second ampoule of 

acetonitrile was added to give a more dilute solution. 

The values of the resulting mixtures show that ionisation does 

not occur to the extent described "by TanaJca et al. However, it 

does not exclude the possibility of an adduct occuring in solution. 

The dichlorodimethylsilane was obtained from Dr.G. Leigh and 

the 2-2' Bipyridyl was a B.D.E. product purified and dried by vacuum 

sublimation (continuous pumping). 
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2:2 Selenixin tetrachloride two Tivrldine 

Two gTOUrs of workers (22,23) have investigated the conductance 

of acetonitrile solutions of selenium tetrachloride and pyridine. 

• Both found that the solutions conduct (e.g. = 116 K = 2.1 x 10 "') 

which they attribute to the following ionisation scheme 

SeCl^ 2py > SeCl^py^ + CI 

The solid adduct SeC1^2ay has "been shown to he isomorphous with 

SnC1^2py (24) which has a tr̂ .ns octahedral configuration. SnC1^2py 

is insoluble in most organic solvents including acetonitriley It 

therefore seemed worthwhile to rereet the conductance measurements. 

The following series of exDerinents were performed using stan-

dard breakseal techniques:-

a) A freshly pre-oared ssmnle of SeC1^2py^ which had been vacuum 

dried)was shaken with acetonitrile. So solid appeared to dissolve 

and the solvent remained colourless. 

"b) Selenium tetrachloride (4.5 z 10 ^ moles) was dissolved in I6 ml 
—1 2 — 1 

of acetonitrile ( / \ = 15•5 ohm "cm mole ) and to it was added a 

solution containing $ z 10 ^ moles of pyridine. The adduct wa^ 

immediately precipitated; the solution was filtered, the filterate 

being colourless. The filterate was evaporated to dryness leaving 

a trace of solid. 

c) A samule of SeC1^2ry was precipitated from acetonitrile (as (b) 

above) and then left in contact with the solvent. The conductivity 

was measured over a reriod of a few hours, and showed a steady rise 

to a value of 1.2 x 10"^ ohm"'cm"'. However, as very little adduct 

had dissolved,it was not possible to determine a value of 

From these exDeriments it is concluded, that the 3eC1^2py does 

not dissolve in acetonitrile and behaves like SnC1^2py. (24) 

Selenium tetrachloride was rreared from selenium and chlorine 

(25) and purified by careful vacuum sublimation. Reagent grade 

pyridine was dried by adding silicon tetrachloride, filtering off 

SiC1^2py and any pySCl, followed by distillation into vacuum 

ampoules (26). 

A samule of the adduct was analysed for chloride ion potentio-

metrically, and found to agree with the expected calculated value. 

(Found Cl~ 57.2^, CI required for SeC1^2py 57-4^• 
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2:5 Acetonitrile Solutions of Antimony PentacKloride 

Several published determinations of the conductivity of antimony 
in ace.rpni^ile, 

pentachloride/^have indicated that the solute species is ionized (27, 

28,29,50). A plot of /\y vs /c,, ,, steeply rises at low concen-
A 2 1 

trations giving a A of around 200 ohm" cm mole" (see fig. 2:1), 

These results have been interpreted as "being due to a 1:1 electro-

lyte 

2 SbCl^ + 2(CH2C%) /SbCl + /SbClg-/" 

Using such an ionization scheme Beattie and Webster (3l) have 

interpreted their infra-red spectra, as due possibly to a trans adduct 

of ZsbCl^(CH^CN)2_7^. They did not find the expected band above 

400 cm ^ which would be expected for discrete /SbCl^_/* (e.g. 

SnCl^ 405 cm ^ InCl 557 cm . By analogy with pyH*SbCl^~ they 

assigned the 548 cm"! band, as due to /SbCl (see later). For a 
— 1 

trans adduct an adsorption band at ~55'^ cm" would be ex-

pected which would,unfortunately^ be hidden by v of the acetonitrile 

(581 cm"^). 

In contrast to these experimental results, treatment of a. 

solution of antimony nentachloride with silver perchlorate gave no 

precipitate (52) indicating that ionization schemes of the following 

type are unlikely:-

SbCl 2L = /SbCl 2-g^ + Cl" 

2 SbCl^ 2L = /SbCl 217^ + SbCl^" 

SbCl " = SbClc + Cl" 
6 5 

An X-ray diffraction study (55) of the solid adduct^has shown 

it to be molecular (containing six coordinated antimony surrounded 

by five Cl and one U). From the result of p.m.r. studies.(54) a 

solvation number of 0.82 was obtained. This could be due to trans 

^bCl^(CH^CN) but it does not rule out molecular SbCl̂ CĤ ClT. 

An X-ray, Raman and infra-red study showed that NOSbCl^ and 

KSbClg were isomorphous, had similar spectra and were consistent 

with the formulation M'̂ SbCl̂ ". However, the pair SbCl^CNCl and 

SbCl^CH^CN were similar but had different spectra to M+SbCl^" (55). 

Two determinations of the conductivity of antimony pentafluoride 

in acetonitrile have been made. The first gave a conducting 
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solution (36) ^'bF^(CH^CK) 2" S'b?g"_7, while the second showed the 

solutions to "be non-conducting (5?) • 

Experimental 

The ex-neriiient was carried out essentially as described in the 

exrerimenta] part of Cha-oter 1. Two tyrical sets of results are 

given in the table and they are plotted in figure 2:1 along with 

those of previous published results. 

TABLE 2:1 
mCHjC/vl . 

Conductance of SbClr^at 25 C (monomeric SbCl^) 

- 1 
^ mole 1"^ L s 

V 2 . 
ohm cm mole 

0.0049 0.0677 9.27 X 10-5 20.20 

0.00539 0.0734 10.55 X 10-5 19.15 

0,00659 0.0812 12.93 X 10-5 19.60 

0.00889 0.0943 16.00 X 10" 5 18.00 

0.01186 0.1090 20.4 X 10-5 17.20 

0.01816 0.1350 26.37 X 10-5 14.40 

0.00376 0.0613 10.1 X 10" 5 26.9 

0.00449 O.O670 11.5 X 10" 5 25.5 

0.00522 0.0721 13.0 X 10-5 24.9 

0.0066 0.0812 16.3 X 10-5 24.7 

0.0094 0.087 21.9 X 10-5 23.3 

0.00557 0.125 32.7 X 10-5 21.0 

The results of this determination indicate that the solute is 

essentially non-conducting ( /\^ around 30 ohm cm mole ). 

1 2 — 1 

A value of 50 ohm" cm mole" for has been used as an indi-

cation of "Dartial dissociation (38), for ezample:-

KbCl^bipy + CH^CN ^ ^Cl^(CE^CN) bip;^ + Cl" 

/\^ = 30 at 10 ohm"^cm^mole ^ 
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(These workers (58) found tb.?t using the same aDparatus niobium and 

tantalum pentachlorides gave non-conducting solutions). 

Similarly (59) 

Zr(biry)Cl^ + CH^CN /ZiCl^MpjKJH^CK/^ + Cl" 

—1 2 — T 
/\q = 54 ohm cm mole"" 

In both cases the equilibrium lies to the left hand side of the 

equation. 

The 548 cm ^ band is thus almost certainly due jto SbCl^CH^CN. 

Antimony pentachloride was purified by repeated distillation in an 

all glass vacuum system. 

These three examples illustrate how important it is that reliable 

conductance results are obtained. 



C3AFTER 3 

ITafure of Tellurium Tetrachloride in the Gas-phase 

and in Solutions of Benzene ana Acetonitrile 
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5:1 Introduction 

In the nrevioTis cha-pter, three exsmnles of the use of conduct-

ance measurement to indicate the species present in solutions of 

acetonitrile hpve been discussed. However, such results are not "by 

themselves definitive; to obtain more conclusive evidence the use 

of other -ohysical methods must be made. In this chapter, conduct-

ance measurements coupled with Raman and molecular weight determina-

tions are used to show thst tellurium tetrachloride, in the gas 

•Dha.se and in solutions of benzene and acetonitrile, is essentially 

monomeric. 

5:2 Conductance of tellurium tetrachloride in acetonitrile 

In previous determinations (40,4l) values of have been 

obtained which agree with an expected value for a 1:1 electrolyte 

(e.g. 155.5 ohm ^cm^mole ^ at 10 % (40)). 

The conductance of such solutions have been described as due 

to the following ionization scheme:-

TeCl^ + CH^CN ^ ^eCl^CH^C^ + Cl' 

(similarly for TeBr^ and Tel^) 

However,in propionitrile, tellurium tetrachloride has been 

shown to be non-conducting; also the addition of silver perchlorate 

gave no precipitate of silver chloride (42,45). 

The conductivity was carried out by the standard procedure and 

results are shown in Table 5:1* 

Although the concentrations for the conductance measurements 

are not exactly the same as those of nrevious determinations it is 

unlikely that the conductance of the solution will^^tez^^^rsjnatically. 

In ref. 41 it is stated that "The final reading was tsken when the 

value remained constant (this value was always reached within 1 hour)". 

In this work the value of the conductance was reached within a few 

minutes SJid remained steady over the time taken for each measurement 

(50 min.). From these results tellurium tetrachloride Is undissoci-

ated in acetonitrile. 
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TABLE 3:1 

Conductance of TeTlurium Tetrachloride in Acetonitrile 

(25°C) 

Cĵ  moles 1 A X 10"5 
s A ohm ^cm^mole 

h 

0.00795 O.O892 2.12 2.7 

0.00905 0.0950 2.34 2.6 

0.00966 0.0980 2.50 2.6 

0.01290 0.115 5.25 2.5 

0.01850 0.135 4.30 2.4 

0.0)300 0.185 6.70 2.0 

Kolecular V/eight Studies on Benzene Solutions of Tell'uri'ani Tetra-

chloride. 

TeTlurimn tetrachloride readily dissolves in "benzene and 

•orevious workers have reported that it is trimeric (44)» monomeric (42, 

45) and trimeric or tetrameric (41). 

It was decided to re-peat the moleculsr weight determinations 

by two independent methods -

a) Iso-piestic Method (Signer Tyne) (46,4?) 

The Signer type method is a simple adaptation of the isoniestic 

method of molecular weights. 

The vapour nressure exerted above a solution containing sji in-

volatile solute i5 , given by Eaoults Law 

where is the vapour pressure above the solution amci 

assure 

•V«A 

is the vanour -oressure of the -pure solvent. 

V^, are the weights and molecular weights of the solvent and 

similarly W^, those of the solute. 

In the isoT)iestic method two solutions with a common solvent 

are connected such th=t the varour pressure above each solution is 

the ssffie. (This will be achieved by solvent distilling from one 
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Then P. N' = P "K',' 
1 A 1 A 

s-uhstituting equation 2 and rearranging 

W, 
B' 

If one of the solutes is of knoTO molecular weight (I'lg,) and 

that Wg,, V^„ are known initially, to determine Kgn, , and W^„ 

need to he measured. This is achieved in the Signer method hj deter-

mining the volume of the solvent. A Signer tyne ap-oaratus is 

sketched below: 

The arms are calibrated lengths of tubing which will contain 

all the solution in each res-oective flask (<̂ 5̂ ml). A small amount 

of solvent (e.g. benzene) is placed in each flask with a known 

amount of standard (e.g. napthalene) in one flask and the compound 

under investigation in the other one. The system is evacuated and 

sealed off from the vacuum line. The amount of solvent is each 

flask is determined by tilting the apparatus so that it runs into 
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the respective calibrated tube; (volvuaes will "be equivalent to , 

and . The whole apparatus is immersed in a thenaostated water 

"bath at 25°C. The volumes of the solvent in each flask is measured 

daily over a period of a few weeks. Equilibrium is obtained when 

the measurements have remained constant for a few days, then a deter-

mination of molecular weight can be iaade. 

The apparatus actually used in the following experiments was 

modified from that shown, having a breakseal between the two flasks. 

This facilitated filling the flasks with solvent and comrounds on 

the vacuum line. 

The Signer method has certain advantages; it can be made such 

that the at)T)aratus is filled under sjihydrous conditions, and the 

determinations are carried out at a convenient temperature (similar 

to that for Ramsn and conductance measurements). To prevent the 

experiment taking too long the weights of comnounds and solvent 

should be arranged so that little solvent has to be distilled over 

before equilibrium is reached. (This assumes that the answer is 

knovm; if this proves to be incorrect there will obviously be a trans-

fer of solvent). 

In calibration runs (napthalene vs azobenzene, napthalene vs 

benzil) results agreeing with calculated^to^better than 10^ were 

obtained. The disadvantage of the method in the case under invest-

igation, wms that the solutions of tellurium tetrachloride in benzene 

were rather concentrated. Such solutions tend to darken over a few 

days. 

A typical Signer method result is shown in figure 3:1, giving 

a value of 570 for the molecular weight (3>3 g of TeCl^ in 100 g of 

benzene) 

b) CryoscOT)ic Method 

Previous workers have used cryoscopic determinations although 

few details of the procedure have been given. It is likely that the 

apparatus was filled in a dry box and the measurements carried out 

in dry air or inert atmos-ohere (41) • In^preliminary experiments the 

cell was filled using a dry box (less than 15 ppm water/air) , the 

resultshowever,were very erratic. The system was altered so that 

the cell could be attached to a vacuum line and filled using standard 

breakseal ampoule techniques. 
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The ap-oaratus is shown in the following sketch 

Magnet 

Thermistor 
Pocket 

Stirrer 

Yj= cimm 
System 

Outer 
Jacket 

The g]sss coil stirrer is operated "by means of a solenoid placed 

around the magnet. The temperature was measured by a thermistor 

using a simnle Vheatstone Bridge circuit (48). 

A determination of the molecular weight w?.s carried out in the 

following way. The cell w^s attached to a vacuum line comprising 

ampoules of dried benzene and known weights of TeCl^. After Damping 

out it was sealed off. The benzene was distilled into the cell and 

frozen, its melting roint being determined by plotting resistance of 

the thermistor (R) against time as it warmed up. Tellurium tetra-

chloride was r added sjid the freezing Doint redetermined. The 

apparatus was calibrated using solutions of nanthalene plotting A R 

against molarity. The calibration was checked using solutions of 

azobenzene. 

The results obtained by this method, along with those obtained 

by the isoniestic method and by Dr. M. Webster (45) are shown in 

Table 3:2. 
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TABLE $: 2 

Molecular Weights of Tell-uri'uia Tetrachloride in Benzene 

(Mole Vt. TeCl : 269.4) 

•TeCl^/lOOg benzene Hole Vt. Degree 

0.315 286 - 20 1.06 

0.70 274 - 10 1.02 

1.156 324- 10 1.20 

1.70 400 - 40 1.48 

370 1.59 

0.64 286 1.06 

1.485 328 1.22 
Dr. K. Webster 

These results are clotted in the figure 3:2 and show a general 

increase in molecular weight at high concentrations. However, for 

values of around Ig TeCl^/lOOg "benzene (circa .04I'l) tellurium tetra-

chloride is essentially a monomer in benzene. 

For consistent results the solutions must he made up in strictly 

anhydrous conditions and used immediately. It was found that^even 

then^solutions darken over a period of a few hours giving signifi-

cantly high molecular weights. 

5j4 Gas -phase and Ramen spectra (in collaboration with Dr. J. Border) 

Tellurium tetrachloride has been reported to be monomeric in 

the gas phase (49j50) and the electron diffraction results (51»52) 

have been interpreted as being due to a configuration:-

Di-oole moments of TeCl. in benzene have also been eznlained in terms 
4 
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of the above structure (55). 

The results of a determination of the molecular weight in the 

gas phase using the apparatus described in Part Two of this thesis 

8jre given in Table 3:3. 

• TABLE 5:3 

Determination of the Molecular Weight of TeCl^ in the Gas Phase 

(Mt.pt. 225°C B.pt. 390°C Mole Vt. TeCl 269.4) 

Temperature °C Mole Wt. foujnd 

296 296 

300 279 

320 286 

373 250 

405 251 

(The Vapour Pressure measured was of the order of 20 cm Eg) 

In view of the results of the molecular weight study in benzene, 

the conductance in acetonitrile and the gas phase molecular weights, 

the Raman spectra for all three should be similar (viz. monomeric 

TeCl^). 

A S-nex Ramon Spectrometer (14OI) was used with either 5145 ^ or 

6328 ̂  laser excitation sources. Standard techniques were used; the 

Rsman cells being either Pyrex or silica. The results are presented 

in Table 3^4-

It can be seen that the Raman spectra of all three phases are 

very similar strongly favouring monomeric tellurium tetrachloride. 

With four solarised bsjids, two stretch and two deformations, the 

model (trigonal bipyramid, with one vacant equitorial position) is 

the most likely configuration. Thus 

rmol = 4*1 + Zbg + 2b^ + a 2 

All bands will be Raman and infra-red active with the exception of 

the Bg mode which iSy(_Raman only. 
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5 Adduch of ?e"!liirl"am Tetrachloride g.r.d Acetonitrile 

An adduct, TeCl^ has been reported which was nade simrly 

by evaporating solutions of telliiritiE tetrachloride in acetonitrile (41). 

. The evidence is based on dissolving a known weight of TeCl^ in the 

solvent and re weighing after eva-ooration, and a tell-uriua analysis of 

the adduct. (Found Te 36.9^? required for TeC1^2CH^ClT 36.5^. It 

is surprising that no chloride analysis is reported (it is an easier 

determination than that for tellurium) , nor any nhysical Eieasvfemerv.t"5 

(e.g. Infrs-x-ed) . 

The following experiments were carried out to try and prepare 

the adduct. (All vacuum emeriments) . 

Srp.l A 3amt)le of telluriua tetrachloride was dissolved in aceto-

nitrile; the solution filtered, and the excess solvent removed by 

distilling it into a trap at -76°C; and finally a trap at -196°C for 

50 minutes. The product was isolated from the line and a Esman 

spectrum run. 

(Exd.I Stage l) A-oDroxinately half the samrle was taken for analysis. 

(Pound CI required for TeCl^ 52.4^. The remainder of the 

samrle w3.s attached to a vacuum lime and heated to 50°C for one hour. 

A Saman spectrum showed that this sample (Srp.l Stage 2) was TeCl^. 

Ezn. 2 A solution of tellurium tetrachloride in acetonitrile was 

evauorated to dryness using a -76°C trap followed by one at -196°C. 

The Eanan suectrum was that to be expected for TeCl^. Analysis 

found CT; Al.ofo, He: 44.5/^ ratio Cl/Te 3.95:1 (54). 

Exd.3 a solution of a known amount of TeCl . in acetonitrile was made 
4 

up in a vacuum system such that the solution (or resultant solid) 

could be isolated from the system by the use of a greaseless joint 

and tap. Using a trap at -76°C the sample was evaporated until just 

dry. The sam-ole was isolated from the line, weighed and a Eaman 

spectrum obtained (Exp.5 Stage l). The weight gained was 14.5^» 

(For TeCl^CH^CK a gain of 12.6^ is calculated). The sample was re-

connected to the vacuum line and a trap of liquid nitrogen used to 

remove further acetonitrile (30 mins.). The sample was again removed 

weighed and a Esman spectrum obtained (Sxn.3 Stage 2). The weight 

gained was now only about ifo. The sample was again reconnected to 
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the vacuum system ajid Dumped, while heated to 45^C. The weight wa^ 

that of the original TeCl^ and the Raman spectrum that of TeCl^ 

(Ezp.J Stage 5) . 

The Eaman spectra are presented in Table 3j5« From the evidence 

presented tellurium tetrachloride does not form a stable adduct with 

acetonitrile. The bands in the region 300 - 35O cm ^ are probably-

due to the acetonitrile still present in the solid. 

Tellurium tetrachloride was prepared from tellurium and 

chlorine (55) • 
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CEkVUm 4 

Group Illb Halides in Acetonitrile 



4:1 Introduction 

As ve have seen froz the -DreTious two cha.pters conductance 

studies of solutions of non-transition metal halides in acetonitrile 

have frequently been confused due to hydrolysis. 

The only reported adduct of Group YI"b halides with acetonitrile 

has "been TeCl^CH^CS (41) which, ss we have seen, is unlikely to he 

correct. (Tellurius tetrachloride which has a 'lone pair' is likely 

to he a weaker acceptor than antiEony pentachloride). It was noted 

in Charter 2 that a solution of selenium tetrachloride in acetonitrile 

wa-S virtually non-conducting and no adduct has been isolated. 

With the halides of the Group Tb (P, As, Sh) the behaviour 

changes on going dovn the grouD. Phosphorous pentachloride gives a 

conducting solution which has been interpreted as due to the following 

ionization scheme: 

2PC1 ^ PCl^* + PClg" 

with no evidence for any solvated species (51»54>76)• Solid phosphor-

ous pentachloride is ionic containing PCl^* and PCl^ ions (56). 

Phosphorous pentaibromide is also ionic in the solid, (PBr^ )"̂ (Br) 

and gives a conducting solution in acetonitrile (5?)• 

Arsenic rentachloride has only recently been prepared being 

•unstable and decomposing above -50°C (58). Stable complexes of 

AsCl^*^ however,are known (59)• Arsenic trichloride gives a non-con-

ducting solution in acetonitrile and no adduct (jO). Antimony penta-

chloride, as has been discussed in ChaT)ter 2, forms a molecular 

adduct which gives a non-conducting solution. Such is also probably 

the case for antimony rentafluoride. 

There is no evidence that carbon, silicon or germanium tetra-

halides give adducts or have any ionising properties in acetonitrile 

(or^for that matter^in any other alkyl cyanide)(60). The adduct 

SnC1^2CH^CII has been shown by Z-ray crj'Stallogra-Dhy to be molecular 

with a cis octahedral configuration (6l). This is as expected for 

the acceptor order 3 n » Ge">3i. 

Turning now to the group Illb halides, the alkyl cyanide adducts 

of the boron halides have been studied in considerable detail. They 

are generally stable at room temperatures (provided water is absent) 

and ligand exchange of the tyre: 
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BC1^C3^CK + L ; ^ BCl^L + CH^CK 

has given the donor order p7> THF > 3ii^^ C3̂ CIT > acylic ethers. The 

solid sdducts BF^CE^CIi (62,63,64;, BCI^CK^CIT (63,64,65) and 

• BBr̂ CHjCIT (66) have been shovn to "be molecular. The conductance, 

and the infra-red and Eaman spectra of solutions of BCl, in aceto-
3 

nitrile have "been interpreted in terns of a weak electrolyte (jO). 

For alusinium trichloride the following solid adducts have been 

postdated. AlCl̂ ZCE^CN (67,68,69,70), AlCl̂ CE^CB (7%), ZAlCl̂ CE^CN (67) 

and AlCl^ l.p CŜ CIT (70,72) . However the adduct AlCl-CE^CN was not 

substantiated by later work (70). The adduct A1C1^2CH^C1T contains 

uncoabined acetonitrile (72) which is lost on heating at 100°C in a 

vacuum to give a compound formulated as AlCl^ I.5 CĤ CiJ. 

In acetonitrile, AlCl^ gives a strongly conducting solution,but 

there is doubt as to the srecies present in the solution. The 

infra-red ujid Bamsn spectra of the solid adduct and solution suggests 

th?t the ion AlCl^ is -nresent. However, while the cation is likely 

to be sis coordinate,the actual species uresent has been the cause 

of much speculation. A vsriety of techniques have been used, 

n.E.r. (A1 ') (73,74), p.n.r. (34,75), conductance (12,30,77), 

nolecular weight (70) , infra-red and Hainan (j2) , from which a variety 

of fohi\t/Ue> have been obtained for the cation; Al^*L , AlCl̂ '̂ L and 
z 2 z 

AlgCl L (L = CE CN). 

The only definitive study has been of the solid adduct, 

A.lClj2CHjClI,by X-ray crystallography. This has shown it to be 

(A1C1^^5CH^CN)2A1C1^ with acetonitrile of crystallisation to give 

an overall cosDosition of A1C1^2CH,C>T (78) . 

AluminiuE tribroaide also gives a conducting solution in aceto-

nitrile, and an adduct Al3r?2CĤ ClT has been isolated (68) . Aceto-
27 

nitrile solutions of AlBr^ and A11^ have been studied by n.m.r.(Al ) 

(73) and it has been suggested that they contain the anion AlX^ . 

Gallium trichloride and indium trichloride fora solid adducts 

which,in an early study^were formulated as GaClj2CS^CN and 

InC1^2CH^CiT wiiich were said not to be isomorrhous (nor with 

A1C1^2C3^C1T) (69) • A latar study has formulated the galliuE halides 

as being Ga%^CS CN (X = CI, Br, l) (SO) . 

The acetonitrile solutions of the galliuE compounds have a low 

conductance which has been explained (69) as due to incomplete 
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dissociation of the type: 

2G?-C1̂ CĤ CIT + nCâ CIT GaClgCCE^CN)*** + GaCl^~ 

Eoverer, p.E.r. and n.m.r. ^̂ Gs. studies have indicated (85) that the 

following ionisation is the Eore likely 

(n + 2)Ga2Clg + > /Ga(CE_CN)g_73+ + ^GaCl^" + nGsgClg 

The earlier workers (69) suggest that the low conductance of indium 

trichloride was due to the following ionisation scheme 

2InCl.(CS^ClT)2 laClgCca^CK)^* + InCl^" 

As can "be seen from the preceding discussion there is some confusion 

concerning the nature of the species present in acetonitrile solu-

tions of the Group IIId halides. 

4:2 Conductance of Boron trichloride in Acetonitrile 

The published measurements ($0) of the conductance of solutions 

of "boron trichloride in acetonitrile have "been interpreted as due to 

a solution of a veak electrolyte: 

aSCljCsolv) + ^"4" 

The p.m.r. and vibration spectra have also heen interpreted in 

tems of the ahove equation. The maximum value given in the above 
—1 2 —1 

reference for A „ vas O.41 ohm cm mole at 0.0246 K, which is 
i'i 

essentially that of a non-conducting solution, less in j.act than 

that obtained for TeCl , SeCl^ snd SbCl^ in this work. 

As boron trichloride is a low boiling, point liguidjthe standard 

method as described in section 1:7 could not be carried out. The 

conductance cell was connected to a vacuum line with an ampoule of 

acetonitrile and a sam-ole of boron trichloride (liquid) . The boron 

trichloride vbs measured by filling a knovm volume with a known 

pressure on the vacuum line, and condensing it onto a known volume 

of acetonitrileo• (Greaseless taps were used to isolate the various 

parts of the line), 5y this mesns very small but accurate amounts 

of BCl^ could be,added. The results are shown in table 4:1. 
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The results appear to be a little erratic, however, like the 

"Dublished results they show that ?- solution of "boron trichloride in 

acetonitrile is essentially non-conducting. 

'x.mS 4:1 

Conductance of Boron trichloride in Acetonitrile at 25°C 

- 1 Cone. BCl, moles 1~' 
^ 1 2 

/\r ohm ""cm mole 
I'l 

O.DO52 0.072 0.0570 

0.0146 0.121 0.0134 

0.0246 0.157 0.0085 

0.0560 0.190 0.0055 

0.0520 0.228 0.0059 

0.0687 0.262 0.0025 

0.0960 O.5O8 0.0055 

The infra-red spectra of the solid and solution are said to he 

markedly different, the ezrlanation pro-posed is that,while the solid 

is molecular,the solution is predominantly composed of solvated 

/sclg^BCl^^ J . This system requires further investigation "before a 

conclusion can "be Ei?.de as to the species present in solution. How-

ever there is little reason to suppose that /BCI^CCH^CN) 2. , "̂ BC1̂ "_7" 

would not "be a fairly strong electrolyte in acetonitrile. 

4:5 The Conductance of Solutions of Aluminiun Trichloride in Acetonitrile 

Three determinations of the conductance of aluminium trichloride 

in acetonitrile have been published and they are in chronological 

order:-

2-1. Graulier (YT) Only a plot of vs is given and the 

curve shown in Fig. 4:1 ha3 been obtained from the published gra%)h. 

Ho deductions are made as to the tj'pe of ionisation taking place. 

V. Xibus and D. Puchalska (l2) These workers published a series 

of plots, the one shoTO here is for a water content of less than 

0.01^ (for higher water content the curve drops do\ra at higher con-

centrations) . They obtained a A of 97*9 ohm~'cE^Eole'^ and using 

the Onsager equation reported good agreement for the ionisation 

s cheme: 
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2/A1C1J2CH^G^ ^ (CH^C5)^_7^ + AlCl^" 

Their exDlanation for the drop in the curve at low concentrations is 

due to reactions of the type: 

+ 2EgO ; ^ ^/IlCl^Sg^T' + 403^0% 

Again the results shown in Fig, 4:1 are derived from the published 

graph. 

C.D. Sghaulhach and I.Y. Ahmed (jO) The curve shown in Fig.4:l 

is slotted from the published results. It is a distinctly odd shape 

for a conductance curve which they state as "not readily explained, 

but it strongly suggests a complex sj'̂ tem of solute species". They 

also claim these results to be in good agreement, with M. Grauliers. 

These workers later (Sl) proposed the following ionisation scheme: 

4 (AlC1^2CH^ClO = /AlCCH^dT)^^"^ + JALCl^" 

determinations were carried out by the standard method 

Xhe results are presented in Table 4:2 and rlotted in Figure 4:2. 

The main problem was to obtain reliable results in the very dilute 

concentration range (<0.005 « Tv-̂o different methods were tried:-

1) A dilute solution,after measurement of its conductance, was 

diluted with a second sia-ooule of acetonitrile (giving a dilution 

factor of about two). 

2) A small amount (^2 ml) of a fairly concentrated solution 

was diluted by another ampoule of acetonitrile (dilution factor of 

around five). 

It is not clear why the results are of a scattered nature at 

such low concentrations. They may be the result of traces of water 

or impurity present in the acetonitrile. In experiment 4> aceto-

nitrile from the previous experiment, 3, was distilled onto acridine 

which is expected to remove hydrogen chloride, and then redistilled 

again before use. The conductance results do not differ from those 

previously obtained so that it is unlikely that water (which might 

form SCI from the aluminium trichloride) is present in the aceto-

nitrile used. 

The 18 highest concentration values (KOS, 1.6-1.9, 2.1-2.3, 

3.1-3*4, 4«l-4.3, 5*1-5*4 all inclusive) were fitted by using a 

simple computor program, to the following equation 
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TABLE 4 : 2 

Conductivity of Aliminiian trichloride in Acetonitrile 

Cone, Remarks 

Eole/l""' 
, -1 2 _ -1 
ohm cm mole 

1. 1 0.00106 0.0320 116.1 Obtained by adding 
2 0.00143 0.0379 108.5 second ampoule of 
3 0.00206 0.0454 104.0 

acetonitrile to set 
4 0.00369 0.0607 95.9 immediately below 
5 0.00972 0.0986 91.1 

6 0.01084 0.1040 88.2 

7 0.0139 0.1180 85.9 

8 0.0200 0.1415 84.1 
First solution 

9 0.383 0.1960 69.5 

2. 1 0.0108 0.104 90.4 

2 0.0167 0.129 86.4 

3 0.0270 0.164 77.0 

3. 1 0.0201 0.1410 81.6 

2 0.0258 0.1606 78.6 

3 0.0335 0.1830 74.2 

4 0.0516 0.2272 70.8 

4. 1 0.00563 0.0750 91.2 Acetonitrile from 

2 0.00767 0.0876 89.5 previous run treated 

3 0.00980 0.0990 88.7 with acridine before use 

5. 1 0.0140 0.1183 88.2 

2 0.0193 0.1389 81.6 

3 0.0238 0.1543 80.7 

4 0.0390 0.1975 71.9 

6. 1 0.001515 0.0389 91.6 

2 0.001520 0.0390 95.3 
Solution obtained by 

3 0.00235 0.0485 84.4 
taking known volume of 

4 O.OO3O8O 0.0555 80.8 previous solution and 

5 0.001925 0.04382 85.0 diluting with a fresh 

6 0.00366 O.O6O5 83.5 
ampoule. 

7 0.00405 0.0636 81.6 
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= 105.5 _ 165.5 

—1 2 —1 

giving a value for A of IO5.5 ohm" cm mole' ,which is in reasonable 
o 2 

agreement Afith tlmt obtained by Libus and Puchalska of 97 •5 ohm cm 
mole"̂ . (in the following discussion the ligand has been left out 
of the equation). 

This value of A is low for a 1:1 electrolyte of the type: 

AlCl^ = AlClg* + Cl' 

The spectral evidence for AlCl^ being present is strong and 

there are a number of ionisation schemes which contain this ion which 

are possible. They are presented below with the corresponding 

calculated Onsager equations 

1:1 Electrolyte AlCl^ = AlClg + AlCl^ 2 

/\M = 211 _ 380.5 

1:1 Electrolyte AlCl^ = Al̂ Cl̂ "*" + i" AlCl^ ....5 

/^^ . 316.5 - 456 

The experimental and calculated graphs are plotted in Fig. 4 0 

along with tha.t for Me^N^ClO^ (82) . ( = 198.07 ohm ~cm mole ^) . 

The calculated and exnerimental plots for equation 2 are in quite 

good agreement, and also with that for Ke^N^ClO^ . The third equation 

gives a large value for A^ of 1:1 electrolyte and also the calculated 

and experimental curves are widely divergent. 

At least two other ionisation schemes are possible 

AlCl^ = i Al5+ + f AlCl^" 4 

1 2 — 1 

this gives a = 422 ohm "cm mole . It is difficult to comment 

on this vslue as very few 3:1 electrolytes have been examined. It 

is,however,close to the expected values (see section 1:5) • 

Finally there is the ionisation: 

A]C1 = & AlCl^* + f AlCl̂  

—1 2 — T 

giving a A of 316.5 ohm" cm mole" . This is an acceptable value 

for a 2:1 electrolyte. It was decided to determine the conductance 
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of p coBTArBbTe electrolyte under the spme conditions. The results 

01 such A. determination on mmgnesium perchlorate are given in 

TabTe 4:3 end are slotted in Fig. 4''4» 

TABLE 4:3 

Conductance of M?̂ gnesiuin ?erch1 orate in Acetonitrile at 25°C 

Cone, moles 1 ̂  v^I ohm ĉm̂ i 

0,00796 0.0892 215.3 

0.0093 0.0969 203.2 

0.0170 0.1504 181.6 

0.00796 0.0892 221.6 

0.0110 0.1050 200.4 

0.0116 0.1077 203.7 

0.0183 0.1555 173.8 

0.0149 0.1221 186.0 

0.0333 0.1153 194.2 

0.00796 0.0892 215.2 

Also -Dlotted in fig. 4:4 are the conductance values for the 

ionisation scheme 5* The results for the conductance of magnesium 

•oerch"'orate were fitted to the following equation 

Aj,j = 295.5 - 886.5 

—1 2 — 1 

giving fi value for A of 295.3 ohm"'cm mole" . The agreement with 

the ionisation scheme of equation 5 is fairly good with almost 

Tjarallel lines s-nd comparable values for A^. The two most likely 

ionisation schemes from this are thus 

AlCl- = ^ AlClg + AlCl^ 

Aici^ = i AlCl^* + f AlCl^' 
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4:4 Cond'ucto:netric Titrations 

As a result of a conductance and sriectro-chotometric study of 

the resctions of the iodine halides with the aluminium halides (69) 

'it has "been rrorosed that the repction 

AlCl n CŜ CIT ^ + (3-m)Cl" 

(m = 2,l,0) inist take Tilace to soce extent. The addition of an 

acetonitrile solution of a silver salt to a solution of aluminium 

trichloride gives rise to an immediate rreciritate. This precipitate 

could either he silver chloride or a com-olex containing silver and/or 

aluminium. In a preliminary experiment the precipitate was carefully 

filtered off, washed with acetonitrile (by hack distillation), and 

isolated from the solution (all carried out in a closed vacuum 

system), The rreciritate was removed from the system, dried (l25°C) 

and weighed. The weight agreed with that expected for silver chloride. 

This T̂ reci-oitate was dissolved in ammonia, and re-precipitated using 

dilute nitric acid. The weight of precipitate was identical to that 

obtained initially. The amnonical solution gave a negative spot test 

for aluminium. 

Vt. of AlCl^ 0.2631 g Vt. of AgCl required: 0.8480 g 

1st precipitation Vt. of AgCl found: 0.8541 S 

2nd precipitation Vt. of AgCl found: 0.8520 g 

(AgClO^ used as the silver salt). 

Similar results were obtained by P. Cocking (83) in a previous 

investigation of this system, and by O'Brien and Alei (75). 

The conductometric titrations were carried out in an all glass 

vacuum system using a gre?seiess tap on the burette. Two series 

of titrations were carried out using silver nitrate and silver 

perchlorate as titran+s. The results are shown in Table 4:4 and 

typical titration plots are shown in Figs. 4:5 and 4:6. 

Vith silver nitrate as titrs.nt there is only one end point at 

which all the chloride has been precipitated. The conductance of 
— "I 2 — 1 

the solution at this point is low = 13.7 ohm "cm mole 

K = 0.0276 mole 1~" for titration 1. Attempts were made to isolate 

the compound forced but,after filtering off the silver chloride and 

evaporating to dryness, it decomposed giving off IfÔ . This is not 

surprising ?s only adducts of anhj-drous aluminium nitrate 
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(e.g. Al {110^2 ^2^5^ have been re-oorted (84), which decomposed 

readily to give oxide nitrates. 

TABIE 4:4 

Conductome+ric Titrations of Acetonitrile Solutions of 

Aluninium Trichloride 

Initial AlCl, End points expressed 
Cl 

conc. mole 1 
Titrant fraction of total Cl 

1 0.052 AgKO^ 0.997 

2 0.135 AgSO^ 0.987 

5 0.542 AgNO^ 1.010 

4 0.0811 AgClO^ 0.687 0.997 

5 0.145 AgOlO^ 0.716 0.987 

6 0.312 AgClO^ 0.729 1.010 

Using silver perch! orate as a titr-ant two end-roints are 

obtained the first at a value equivalent to precipitation of two of 

the chlorides and the second at three. In these experiments the 

conductance of the solution •falU . ( Bat rises - e a.Expt. ̂  
1 2 1 ' 

A = 101 ohm" cm mole" at H = O.O455 at the first end-point and 
- 1 2 

= 136 ohm cm mole " at M = 0.058 at the second and final end-

point) 

As we have seen from the conductance experiments a number of 

alternative ionisation schemes are possible. They are: 

AlCl^ = AICI2* + Cl" 1 

AlCl^ = iAlClg* + iAlClj" 2 

AlCl^ = iAlgCl + iAlClj" 3 

AlCl^ = i Al3+ + f AlCl^" 4 

AlCl^ = i AlCl^^ + fAlCl^"..... 5 

As has been noted at the beginning of this section the addition 

of a solution of silver nitrate or silver perchlorate in acetonitrile 

to a solution of aluminium trichloride causes immediate precipitation 

of silver chloride. (This is in contrast to the addition to a solution 
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of silicon tetrachloride where no precipitation occurs). While this 

proves the presence of CI in solution, it also demonstrates that 

the concentration of the chloride ion is low. The equilibrium con-

stant for the reaction: 

AgCl (s) + Cl~ (soln) •'* AgClg soln 

0 2 

has been determined (S7) to he'10 ' which is approximately unity. 

For 10 cm^ of a 0.100 M solution of aluminium trichloride in aceto-

nitrile, assume tha,t the addition of one drop (say 0.1 cm^) of 

0.300 K silver perchlors.te in acetonitrile just causes visible 

precipitation of silver chloride. We then know that 

As the silver perchlorate dilution factor is 100 (O.l cm^ into 10 cm^) 

the concentration of AgClg must be less than 0.003 M. Similarly^the 

concentration of Cl~ mu^t be less than 0.005 M. • Thus the dissociation 

of aluminium trichloride to CI must be less than 1^ of the total 

chloride concentration. In this way we can determine that equation 1 

is not an importaJit ionisation process. (it is possible to carry out 

quantitative studies of Cl~ activities using electrodes such as 

Ag/AgCl in acetonitrile (86). However such experiments are difficult 

to perform and require at least an element of art as well as science). 

In the conductometric titrations CI is progressively removed 

by precipitation of AgCl. If the ionisation 

AlCl^ > i- A1C1^+ + i AlCl^" 

is the primary one, then when all the A1C1^~ has been converted to 

AlCl̂ "̂  the solution should only contain the species AlCl *(C10^ ) g. 

Thus only a small change in conductance would be expected. 

(Although the volume of the solution ha.s increased during the 

titration the concentration will have increased because all the 

aluminium is now present in the cation). Continued addition of 

AgClO^ will form a new electrolyte 

AlCl^* + AgClO > + ClO^" + AgCl 

Finally,at the end-point,the conductance will rise due to the addition 

of a strong 1:1 electrolyte. ^ 
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The conductonetric titrations tising AgClC^ are best explained 

Tisin̂  the ionisation scheme: 

AlCl, = i AlCl^* + f AlCl," 

4:5 Quantitative Hainan Sxr̂ eriment 

In the Eam^n s-Dectrum of acetonitrile solutions of aliminium 

trichloride there are two strong tieaks of AlCl^ at 349 cm 

("DOlarised) snd Vg of acetonitrile at 380 cm ^ (depolarised). These 

peaks are not easily sererahle as they are somewhat "broad. The 

addition of Cl~ to a solution should convert the aluminium species 

completely to AlCl^~ (if A1C1^~ is only slightly dissociated) 

AlCl^ ^ i AlClg* + AlCl^' 

i AlClg* + Cl" > i AlCl 
4 

Using the Vg -oeak as a standard, a plot of the ratio of the 

areas of AlCl^" / Vg CĤ C!T against Cl" added will give an indi-

cation of how much AlCl^~ was present initially. Two checks on this 

method were carried out. Firstly a Ramon spectrum of a solution of 

AiCT, in CK̂ CIT wps run. No peek was now found in the 580 cm ^ region 
'3 3 

(vg CDjClT = 345 cm ) . This mesns that the 380 cm peak can "be 

used as a standard. Secondly^an experiment was performed in which 

the concentration of AlCl^ in the acetonitrile was varied and this 

was plotted against the ratio of area of 349 cm ' peal/area of 

3&D cm~" peak. The results are shown in Table 4:5" The table also 

contains three values from the quantitative Reman experiments. 

These values are shown in Fig. 4:7 with an indication of the 

error attached to each. The points were fitted by a least square 

plot to fit 
Y = 0.505 X + 0.04 

Although the errors are large the agreement with the three points 

for AlCl^" (corrected to f to allow for the composition) are accept-

able. In criticising the graph it must be remembered ttet of 

AlCl^~ at 349 cm'" is very close to the intense solvent band of Vg 

of acetonitrile at 380 cm ̂  and the two peaks are not fully resolved. 
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(Unforfun^'tely -using GD̂ CIT does not helT) as AlC]^ and Vg CB̂ Cl̂  

nearly coincide). 

TA5IS 4:5 

Concentrption de-pendence Sfadv 

AlCl mole l"' I-'ean H; 

0.22 0.160 

0.44 0.310 

0.55 0.34 

0, 68 0.40 

0.86 0.46 

0.401 0.22 

0.614 0.275 

0.78 0.49 

tio 
Area AlCl^ 349 cm ^ 

Area v CE_CiT 380 cm ^ 
b ^ 

From quantitative 

Bsm<!n exueriments 

Cocking (83), using rySCl (solid) as a means ox adding CI to an 

acetonitriTe solution of aluminium trichloride (l.5 ̂ 0, found that 

58 - 4^ of the A1C1^~ was present initielly. It vss decided to 

repeat this t^me of experiment using lithium chloride ard tetraethyl-

ammonium chloride as the source of CI . 

According to an n.m.r. study (Al^^) (74) the maximum concent-

ration of LiCl in a IK solution of AlCl is 0.92 M. However, the 

maxinruiTi concentration of liCl "by itself in acetonitrile has "been 

reported ss only 0.026 K (Sl) . Two exreriments vere carried out 

using lithium chloride which had "been rigorously dried at 120°C under 

a high vpcuxiE. .As with the n.m.r. experiment net all the lithium 

chloride dissolved,even efter several months,although the molarity 

of the aluminium trichloride was veil helow IH. 

It was difficult to estimate accur^+ely how much LiCl had not 

dissolved, "being • ,to: th&b -̂ ouyvcl hy the n.m.r. 

With tetraethylammonium chloride no solutility pro"bles occurred at 

the concentration used. The data for the three experiments performed 

are given in Table 4:6 S-nd plotted in Pig. 4:8. 
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TABLE 4; 6 

Quantitative Ramnn ExDeriments 

Initial Cone, of 

AlCl^ in Acetonitrile 

Exp. 1 0.401 

Exp. 2 0.614 

EXD. 5 0.780 

Solid halides 

added 

(CgE^ijNCl 

LiCl 

LiCl 

Initial ^ of 

AlCl^ present 

659̂  

70^ 

69^ 

The sha-pes of all three curves (plotted in Pig. 4:8) are 

similar and indicate that something of the order of 65 - 5?° of the 

A1C1^~ was present originally. The ionisation scheme (equation 5) 

•oroTJOsed in the ]ast section has 66.67?» of the AlCl^ present 

originally in the anion. 

These experiments are difficult to carrj-- out and require the 

measurement of a large number of areas. (Areas were measured hy 

means of a -olanimeter) . The depolarisation ratios were checked 

frequently to ensure that the instrument and samnle were aligned. 

In general it can he seen that the results agree with the equations 

proposed in the previous sections; 

.2+ 
5 AlCl, AlCl 2A1C1, 

4:6 Infra-red and Raman S-pectra 

The spectra of solid A1C1^2CH^C1T, and concentrated solutions 

(nearly saturated) of aluminium trichloride in acetonitrile are very 

similar. Unfortunately there are very few strong hands present in 

the spectra which are not assignable to the free acetonitrile or the 

A1C1^~ ion. In the previous experiments (sections 4:3, 4:4 and 4:5) 

the concentration of aluminium trichloride has ranged from 0.0001 H 

to 1.0 M and at such concentrations the only hands distinguishable 

in the ST>ectra are for free acetonitrile and (Raman) or (infra-

red) of AlCl^ . 

The snectra in the region 100 - 700 cm ^ and 2,000 - 2,400 cm ^ 

of A1C1_2CB-CN, a. saturated solution, and those published by Jones 
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and Vood (72) are shown in Tables 4:7. (The s-oectra region 7OO -

2,000 cE~^ contains one band, Infra-red active, at 958 cm ^ which is 

not assignable to free acetonitrile). These latter workers carried 

ovLt a normal coordinate analj'̂ is of the results formulating the 

sgecies rtresent in the solid and solutions to be Al(CE^CE) ,3A1C1^ 

in accordance with the n.ni.r. results. They obtained reasonable 

agreement for calculated and ezrericental values although this is not 

surprising considering the number of weak bands available. However, 

since their publication an X-ray crystallographic study of the adduct 

A1C1,2CH^C1T has shown it to be /TiGI(CH^CIT) ̂ ^"^2A1C1^" with aceto-

nitrile of crystallisation. As the solid and concentrated solution 

spectra are so similar it is reasonable to presume that these ions 

are also present in the solution, and from the evidence presented in 

the previous sections it would seem ti'̂ t they are also the predomi-

nant species present in dilute solutions. 

In contrast to the spectra of the octahedral species Al(CH^CK)g 

the spectra of AlCl(ca^ClT) with symmetry will have a number 

of coincidences between the Raman and Infra-red (a^ and e modes). 

From an examination of the table there can be seen to be a. 

number of such coincidences, e.g. 27O cm 430 cm ^, 476 cm ", 

2310 cm~" and 2542 cm'" so that such a symmetry is possible. There 

should be a stretching Al - CI mode which is Raman (polarised) , and 

infra-red active. The only polarised bend which might fit this is 

at 300 cm~^. (it is possible that this band is hidden under the 

of AlCl,'). 
4 2.7\ 

Ŝ ragiichi end Fijlwera (73) "DOinted out in their n.ni.r. (Al ) 

study of the aluminium halides in acetonitrile^&ue to low signal 

intensity, ligsnd exchange involving Al(C3^C3)^ and Al(CH^CK)^X 

was possible. In the n.m.r. study by J. Eon (74) lithium chloride 

was added and the ratio of the pea,ks due to AlCl^ and the cation 

were measured. (A similar experiment to the quantitative Raman). 

From this he estimated that 25^ of the aluminium was present initially 

in the cation, however it was admitted this was not quantitative 

iAl{CSjCK)5+ + fAici^- + xcr . i f Ai{ca,cii)^ + i f AlCl^-

The line (strictly a curve as with the Raman experiment) would 
wtl-l 

equally^fit the following equation 
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i/Aici(CH^ci;)^7^ + fAici^" + xci" = ̂  ai(cs^ck)^ + 

vhich gives 35•3^ of the aluminixai present initially in the cation. 

In contract to much of the published work, the conclusions from 

the results of the ejcnerisents descrioed in this and sections 4:3, 

4:4 and 4:5 is that the rredozinant ions present in acetonitrile 

solutions of aluniniizm trichloride are /TlCl (CÊ CIf) .̂nd AlCl^ . 

4'7 Other Grour III"b Zalides in Acetonitrile 

The results of conductance determinations of solutions of AlBr^, 

GaClj and InCl^ are given in Tables 4 : 8 , 4:9 and 4:10 respectively 

and slotted in Pig. 4:9« 

TA3LE 4:8 

Conductance of AlSr^ in Acetonitrile 

(moles 1 ") 

J 

•J\l ohm 
ri 

0.0015 0.0392 86 

0.C020 0.0441 82 

0.0030 0.0550 79 

0.0049 0.0700 82 

0.0113 0.1060 76 

0.0155 0.1240 73 

0.0212 0.1450 69 

0.0301 0.1730 65 

0.045s 0.2140 

TABLE 4:9 

59 

Conductance of GaCl, in Acetonitrile 

Cj_, (coles 1~") 

y 

\ 0^' 

0.00154 

0.00201 

0.00365 

0.00716 

0.00596 
0.01420 

0.02480 

0.03450 

0.0395 

0.0448 

0.0606 

0.0846 

C.0998 
0.1200 

0.1570 

0.1840 

42 

42 

41 

38 

36 

34 

34 

33 

—1 2 —1 
cm mole 
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Conductance 

TABLE 4:10 

of InCl, in Ac etonitrile 

(coles 1 ") 

'V 
ohm 

h 

0.00164 0.0406 46.7 

0.00285 0.0534 44.7 

0.00486 0.0697 38.5 

0.00570 0.0755 38 .4 

0.01080 0.1040 38.2 

0.02000 0.1420 32.8 

L 2 - 1 
cm mole 

The Rsin?n STsectr?- of concentration acetonitrile solutions of 

AlC]^, AlBr^, GaCl^ snd InCl^ are tabulated in Table 4:11 

4 : 1 1 

Reman Spectra of 1-3̂  in Acetonitrile (cm"^) 

AlCl^ AlBr^ GaCl, InCl^ Assignments 

120 V 68 w 115 vw Vg I'lX̂  

181 s dn 112 m dp 130 w 

195 vw 

210 73 p AlBr^" 

250 V7 dp 244 "TV 

286 w 

300 w p 5O8 w 

522 s p InCl^ 

347 vs p GaCl^ 

549 vs t) AlCl^ 

340 w InCl^ 

380 s dp 580 s dt) 560 s dp 380 s dp Vg CH^CK 

401 w 400 w 

431 V 432 w 423 w 
446 w 

475 V 

500 w dp Vj Aici^ 
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—1. 2 —X 
The value of A for solutions of -ISr, of $2.0 ohm cm mole u "3 •"1. 2 ••2 

is comD?rRhle to that obtained for AlCl^ of IO5.5 ohm cm mole 

The 2em?n s-oectra shows that AlBr^ is a likely species present. 

The n.E.r., Al^', study "by Esragtichi and Pujiwara (75) could be 

exDlained in tenss of the equilihriuni: 

Al(C3^Ca)^" + Al3r^- + 2CÊ Clf ; = ± Al(C3^C}:)^^Br^-'^ + AlBr̂ _̂ (C3̂ Ci:̂ '̂ -̂  

n = 1, 2, 5. 

Vith solutions of GaCl^ and InCl^ it is clear from the conductivity 

determinations that only partial dissociation is occuring. The values 

obtained are in reasonable agreement vitn thosej^pub^ished (79,80) , 

Hovevei^ the only definite conclusion as to the ions present in solution 

from this limited investigation is that GaCl, and InCl, are present. 
4 4 

The various suggested ionisation schemes have been: 

2GaCl^CE QT + nC3 CZi ̂ ^ QsClgtCE^CK)**^ + GaCl^" ref. 79 

2InCl (CS^CN)^ ; InCl.lCS.Wt + InCl^" ref. 79 

2Ga5j + n 3 ^==5 /^aZ^S^^GaX^'J^ ̂  := GaX^' ref.80 

S = CHjOT X = Cl,3r,I. 

(n+2)Ga2Clg + 6CH_C2T ^ /Ga(C3^CN) + J>/OaCl^J' + nGa^Cl^ 

ref.85 

Prom the 2am=n s-̂ ectrum (Table 4:ll) there does not appear to 

be much uncoordina.ted present. 

4:8 Conclusion 

The determination of the s-oecies present in acetorJLtrile solutions 

of Grout) Illb halides is fraught with difficulties and pitfalls. An 

attempt has been made to use a number of techniques to solve the 

Tsroblem of the snecies -̂ resent in acetonitrile solution of a-lvunimm 

trichloride and has shovn that the most likely ionisation scheme is 

3A1C1^ +nCH-CN ; ^ /61Cl(C3^Cl\)^^^ + 2A1C1 
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The situation regarding the remaining Groun Hlb halides is 

not very satisfactory and the investigations cannot "be considered 

closed. 

4'9 Preparations 

The aliiminivm, gallium and indium halides were made from the 

reaction of the elements and purified "by careful vacuum sublimation. 
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1:1 Inorganic Volatile Fluorides 

As is Tisxial for the first member of a grout), fluorine differs 

in many ways to the remainder of Group VIlb. Because of its extreme 

electronegativity, and small ionic size, fluorine forms a wide number 

of compounds which have no direct analog)'- W W the other halogens. 

As a result of the fluoride ion being inert towards oxidising agents 

it forms very stable bonds to other atoms. Elements usually exhibit 

their maximum oxidation state when combining with fluorine, especi-
VI / 

ally those of the transition series, e.g. Pt . (Indeed the lower 

valency fluorides have a tendency to be unstable and difficult to 

prepare, e.g. AuP and EeF^ are unknown). In this respect fluorine 

resembles oxygen as much as it does the other halogens. (Oxygen 

sometimes giving the higher oxidation state of the two, e.g. OsF^ 

and OsO^) . A good exsia-nle is the compounds of the noble 

gsses, very few (e.g. XeClg (l)) are formed besides those with oxygen 

end fluorine. 

One of the interesting aspects of the chemistry of fluorine is 

the polymeric nature of the solid non-ionic fluorides. On proceeding 

down a grout) of the tjeriodic table volality of the fluorides decreases 

showing a very marked cha,nge on going from the third to the fourth 

row (VF^»KbF^> TaF^; SiF^,GeF^>> SnF^; PF ,AsF^^ SbP^) . This is 

due, not to a change from covalent to ionic character, but from one 

of molecular to nolymeric structure. 

Of particular interest hs.s been the study of the equilibrium 

"Dolymer monomer 

and the structure of the polymers and monomers. Also of interest 

has been the constrast between polymer/monomer equilibrium of transi-

tion element fluoride oxides, and those of the non-transitional ele-

ments. This will be discussed further in Chapters 5 and 4« Suffic-

ient to say, at present transition element fluoride oxide polymers 

atinear to be weakly fluorine bridgedwhile non-transitional elements 

form strong oxygen bridges. 

The rreDRration, and study of this interesting and unusual 

grout) of Com-Dounds has given rise to the invention of a number of 

special methods and apparatus which have been comprehensively re-

viewed (2) . However, each laboratory'- has its own special techniques 

built UT) from experience, and some of these will be discussed before 
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proceeding to the main r-esults. 

1:2 Esndlixtg of Volatile Fluorides 

It is ssurprising considering the apparatiis available 

at the time, the quality of the pioneer work carried out on fluorides 

"by such workers as H. Moissan, T.E. Thorpe and 0. Ruff ($). 

In Part. I of this thesis we have been concerned with devising 

s.D-oaratus in which it is possible to handle the system under strictly 

anhydrous conditions. The use of standard breakseal techniques, 

greaseless tara and rigorous drying under a high vacuum usually being 

sufficient. Fyrex glass is comparatively easy to manufacture into a 

variety of sha-oes, is chea-o ("throwawayability"), transparent, and 

has a low heat transfer. For these reasons,although in many ways 

not the ideal material to handle fluoridrs in, it has,nevertheless, 

been widely used (e.g. UF^, XeF^). If traces of water are present 

with anhydrous chlorides, the result is usually ECl, and the 

oxychloride (stable hydrates, e.g. SnCl^ZEgO being also possible). 

Such is not usually the case with volatile fluorides, cyclic reactions 

of the tyDe 

W + H„0 » M(Q,)F , + 2HF 
y 2 y-Z 

4EF + SiOg Si? + 2EgO 

take place.,̂  These reactions will continue until all the fluoride 

has been converted to a hydrolysed species irrespective of how much 

water is present initially. A potential danger is the build up of 

very large -oressures due to the SiF^ (B.pt. . In breakseal 

am-DOules the breakseal itself tends to act as a bursting disc. One 

mesns of preventing these cyclic reactions is to add sodium fluoride 

to act as a getter for the hydrogen fluoride. Silica (or low borate 

glass) has a better fluoride resistance but is brittle, and more 

difficult to manufacture. Much of the earlier work reported 

that the volatile fluorides were not stable to glassj|iw8,s duejt̂ to 

traces of water or hydrogen fluoride. 

A good example of the rigorous drying necessary is the prepara.-

tion of xenon difluoride. If the method outlined (4) of three days 

pumping under high vacuum with occasional flaming out of the apparatus 
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is carried out the preparation -oroceeds smoothly, crj'stals of XeFg 

occuring eren in diffuse stmlight within a dsy or so. Eower\-er, if 

the aptjarafus is not rigorously dried it simply goes misty due to 

attack on the glass. 

It is not usual to think of the containment material as being 

a cheEiical but such could be thought of in the reaction (5) 

2XeF, + SiO„ ? 2XeOP, + SiP, 
6 2 4 4 

(provided care is taken that XeO^ is not formed). 

%ile many fluorides are stable to glass at room temperature 

they rapidly corrode it when the temperature is raised. For handling 

these more reactive fluorides metsl systems have to be used. 

Ketal systems are mainly based on the use of Monel or stainless 

steel valves (Pressure Produc+s, Autoclave Engineers, Hoke), and a 

considerable wealth of information and exijertise exists concerning 

such systemsj many'being based uron the Argorme National Laboratory 

arra.ngement (2c) . The inertness of the metal surface is improved by 

reacting the surface with fluorine to give a layer of the fluoride. 

In this res-oect nickel and M-onel (70^ Ki, 50^ Cu) is the best, giving 

a very coherent layer of nickel fluoride. A_s Monel valves are expen-

sive (£70 each - 1977 nrices) only the essential parts, i.e. those 

parts which will see the pure fluoride under investigation, are made 

from nickel or/ionel. For the remainder, (valves for rough pumps), 

stainless steel is often adequate. The outline of such a system 

used in conjunction with the diamond window cell used in these invest-

igations is shown in fig. 1:2. Ketal has the obvious disadvantage 

of being non-transparent and having a good heat transfer. 

A number of plastics have been found of use in the handling of 

fluorides -

(a) Pluorocarbon. Rubber (Viton-A Duront). This is a copolymer of 

hezafluoropronylene and-1:1 difluoroethylene, and has found most use 

as a gasket and '0' ring material. 

(b) Telflon, P.T.F.E. etc. Polytetrafluoroethylene. This polymer 

csn be made into a large number of foms. It is very useful for 

valve Trackings, gaskets and numerous other iteas. 

Its main disadvantages are that it cold flows under pressure, 

and cannot be heat moulded or welded. 

(c) Tetrafluoroetheyl ene-hexafluoronro-Dyl ene (Teflon F.E.P.) . This 
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polymer is similar to P.T.F.E. "but is more transparent and it is 

possible to heat seal it. On heating it goes to a gummy mass around 

300°C forming quite a good adhesive (see next section). 

(d) Poly(chlorotrifluoroethjlene) (Kel-p). This is a more rigid 

elastic than the others and can "be joined to couplings etc. Being 

nearly transriarent it hms foond much use in handling hydrogen fluoride 

solutions (2c,6). 

1:3 Gs3-Pha.se Infra-red Cells 

For determining the snectra of volatile fluorides the standard 

alkali windows (KaCl, Csl) have a very limited use. Besides reacting 

vith the material under investigation they are difficult to join to 

metal or glass in such a way that they are able to stand temperatures 

above 100°C (even using P.T.F.E. gaskets). 

The most widely used window material has been silver chloride 

which is comparatively unreactive. While gaskets can be used for a 

vacuum tight seal with the body of the cell two other methods are 

possible. The silver chloride can be joined directly using a brazing 

technique (7) or by pressing the window against a knife edge formed 

from the cell body (6). 

Silicon which is ma.de in large blocks for semi-conductor use, 

can be cut into thin discs (2mm thick lOmm diameter). The discs can 

be joined directly to Pyrex giving a convenient vacuum tight cell. 

Such cells have the advantage that they can be joined directly to 

the usual glass vacuum line and baked out (300°C). However, this 

window ma.teri8l has severa.1 disadvantages -

(1) The silicon is very reactive ('0' oxidation state). Doping of 

the window surface can t?ke nlace. 

(2) A strong broad adsorbtion band occurs at ~620 cm"^ which is 8x1 

interesting region when studying fluorides. 

(3) Even thin windows have a considerable background which increases 

with increase in temperature (practical limit ~300°C). 

Diamond,due to its exnense and the difficulty of getting large 

flat sam-oles, has been little used as an infra-red window, (it is 

used in the window of some infra-red detectors). Attempts to join 

diamond to glass (Pyrex or silica) have been moderately successful 

using P.T.F.S. Such cells have been used for IF^Og (s) and 
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•WF^OjKoF^O (o). Very little siiccess was achieved,how ever, using 

2. to join diaiaond toMonel. 

Recently^a dienond-vindoved M,onel-bodied cell has been made and 

iised successfully with (Te?^0)2, XePg and {IF^O^ 2' The seal-

ant used was tetrafluoroethylene-hexafluoropronylene (Teflon-F.E.p) , 

The diamonds^* used were 2]zm thick and approximately by lOmm. 

The cell is sketched below. 

Diamond Window Cell. 

and can be joined by -oressure cone fittings to the metal vacuum line 

described Dreviously. The actual joining of the windows is an art 

as; much as technique. A cross-section is shown of the diamond/metal 

surface;-

The metal surface must be clean and free from surface oxide. 

It is imtKjrtant not to overheat the Txolvmer or it will decomnose and 

Provided by De Beers. 
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"become porous. The limit of the cell is about 250°C, and the main 

dissdvantege is that it transmits only l̂ fo of the incident radiation 

due to the comparative^small size of the windows. 

1:4 Gas-Ph^se Raman Cells 

The use of lasers as an excitation source for Saman spectrometers 

made the obtaining of s-oectra of gases at abottr one atmosphere^routine. 

By the use of higher laser powers, time averaging methods and better 

spectrometers much lower rressures are possible now than originally. 

Sampling techniques have also improved considerably (lO). 

The simplest method is the sealed Pyrez or silica tube and this 

is still very useful for the preliminary investigations of volatile 

fluorides. However, even silica will react at high temperatures with 

apparently inert compounds like aluminium trichloride (lO). 

Saptjhire (a-Al^O^) is one of the most suitable materials for 

making Raman cells for use with corrosive compounds. It is obtained 

commercially (ll) as a single crystal grown at approximately 15° to 

the optic axis (the crystal is rhombohedral and hence uniaxial, the 

optic axis coinciding with the threefold axis). To prevent scrambl-

ing of the plane of polarization of the laser beam and the Raman 

light it is important that the direction of the plane of polarization 

of the light is correctly aligned with respect to the crystal. This 

condition is fulfilled when the electric vector of the beam lies 

ei+her in or perpendicular to the plane defined by the principal axis 

of the crystal sjid the be!=m. These conditions may be determined as 

the extinction directions between crossed polarisers. Thus, under 

the polarising microscope,extinctions will be observed in directions 

1 1 to the cell axis and _ L to it. 

In the early Southampton designs (l2) windows were placed into 

Monel or stainless steel cells. The sealing material being gaskets 

of gold or Teflon. Difficulty was experienced with the sealing 

gaskets and corrosion of the cell. The problem of sealing has been 

solved, to some extent in the cell^to be described later. The corro-

sion problem was due to^some extent,to the lack of metal vacuum line 

so that proper conditioning of the inside of the cell could taice 

place (i.e. with fluorine). 

The next development was a cell made from a solid boule of 
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saptihire (l2,13) which is sketched in fig. 1:2. 

Pig. It 2 Cross-section of Sa-oiohire Cell. 

The inside and outside were highly DOlished. The open end wss 

closed "by an cmticelly flat sapphire plate -using a Teflon gasket. 

The lid was held in rlace "by pressure from springs and heated "by 

ceans of an electric furnace. The cell was filled and assembled 

(with the furnace) in a dry "box. It has worked very successfully 

for a nuj33"ber of comixjunds, e.g. SbF̂ , N"bP̂ , TaP̂  (12,13,14), un to 

temperatures of ̂ 4C*0°C. The seal worked rrobably due to the Teflon 

decomposing to give a "gluey product", (it is also rrohahle that 

escaping fluoride decomposed on meeting the air to give involatile 

oxides at the join). The gas used for drying the "bos (air or nitro-

gen) was convenient in that the cell could initially he aligned on 

the Haman rotation hajids, A disadvantage of the method is that it 

is limited to fluorides (or compounds) which are fairly involatile 

solids at room temperature. An attempt to overcome this is described 

later. 

To increase the temperature range of the cell one with gold '0' 

rings was designed (15) , and is sketched in fig. 1:3. The main seal-

ing is at the gold '0' ring (̂ 0.5miii thick), the secondary '0' ring 

being I.5 mm thick P.T.F.S. and which is water cooled. 

The -oressure on the two '0' rings is by springs which are 

independant of each other. This cell was used successfully up to 

with little sign of corrosion. As with the previous design 

it has to be filled and assembled in a dry box. 
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Teflon '0' Ring 

Gold '0' Ring 

Pig. 1:5 -A- High Temperature Sapphire Raman Cell. 

It was found useful to -oreheat it to around ^00 G before placing in 

the box. On heating above 600^C the P.T.P.E. '0' ring distorted, 

the plastic penetrating into the groove between the plunger and cell 

body. It was found in later experiments that the gold ring proved 

to be adequate by itself. (The original circular cross section of 

the '0' ring changing to a flat gasket during the experiment). Any-

slight corrosion of the cell body could usually be removed by polish-

ing with diamond paste ("Hyprez" 14/^ and $ /w ) . 

A number of alternative sealing methods and configurations of 

cells were tried. Two are sketched in fig. 1:4» 

In the (a.) method, although fairly successful seal was obtained 

the "step" in the top of the cell became chirped due to the brittle 

nature of the sarphire. The second method also proved to be reason-

ably successful (see later). In both cases gas filled '0' rings 

made of nickel or stainless steel (some gold plated) were used (l6). 
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Gas filled 
'0' ring 

(a) (b) 

Pig. 1:4 Sapphire Cells. 

A recent modification "by Beattie and B\-erett has been to design 

a gasketless sar-ohire cell somewhat on the lines of a hypodermic 

syringe (see fig. 1:5). The method defends on a slow diffusion of 

the com-Dound out of the cell (which will he virtually irreversible) . 

The cell is surrounded by a jacket (silica or Pyrex) containing a 

buffer gas. 

Vacuum/Gas Line 

G] =3 s Snve1ore. 

Cell 
Plunger 

Fig. 1:5 Gasketless Sapphire Cell, 
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Preliminary results with CgClg u-d to 2lO°C and SgClg nv to 430*̂ C 

were weTy good, however the spectra for Al^Cl^ were poor. This was 

due Tjartly to Al^Cl^ being a weak scatterer sjid that it diffused out 

more rapidly than expected. An inproveinent might be to try nutting 

an '0' ring (gold) in a groove around the plunger. 

As has been nointed out, the main drawback to this type of cell 

is that they cannot be used for gases or very volatile fluorides. 

Two attempts were m8.de to overcome this problem. In the first, the 

apparatus sketched in fig. 1:6 was used. 

.0 vfcuiim pna 
gas line 

Glass envelope 

TTTrrfjrrr,,•>!iJ) /n//'/ //,////' 1 

'O'Ring 

!///// / / / / / / / / / / ' / / , ' / /^/-'^/YTTTTy'-yJ/TUT-

Cell 

Ketal Hod fixed to a 
rigid frame with clajnt>3 

Pig. 1:6 

The glass envelcme was pumped and flamed out. The gas un6.er 

investigation (in this esse was allowed in and the cell shut 

by screwing down on the clamps. The glass envelope vras then purged 

with argon before use. A Raman snectrum of the gas in the cell was 

then obtained; however on heating up the snectrum disappeared due 

to the gas diffusing out. 

The second method utilized a gas filled '0' ring and a metal 

(nickel) lid. The surface of the metal was coated with a layer of 
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P.T.P.E. (from a dispersion). The apparatus is shovn diagrsiaaticallj 

in fig. 1:J. 

Gas filled 
'0' Ring 

Cell 

Pig. 1:7 Sa-Dphire Cell for Gases. 

After pimping out the cell was conditioned with "by leaving 

it standing for an hour or so at -^150°C. This cell was pumped out, 

refilled with .-/"I atmosphere of and isolated from the vacuum 

line "by crimping off the thin copper tubing. 

Table 1:1 shows the Raman spectra obtained and is compared with 

those published (l7,18). 

The room temperature gas is approximately a 5^-50 mixture of 

the trans snd gauche forms; the assignments are those of Durig and 

Clark (17). Those for EPg radical are given in the reference (I8). 

On cooling down to room tempers.ture the original spectrum was 

obtained,although much weaker,showing that it had either reacted or 

h^d leaked out. This method was moderately successful but not at 

all reliable. 

In recent years it has been possible to join sapphire to metal 

by means of a brazing technique. A number of companies market 

sapphire windows mounted in a metal holder (an alloy similar to 

Kovar Pe/lTi) (19) . A gas phase Raman cell incorporating such windows 

has been made recently with aMpnel body. To date only the Raman 
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TABLE 1s 1 

Eaman S-pectra of Tetrafluorohydi'̂ .ziiie 

Gas in san-nhire cell 

4880 £ 

Eoom tem-d. 500°c Liquid (17) 

1075 s (p) 

Assignment (17) 

1040 s (?) 1035 m (p) 1036 vsp (gauche) 

1030 m (n) 1025 sp 
^2 

(gauche) 

1012 m iv) 1010 sp (trans) 

960 w ^8 
(gauche) 

950 m 923 S (dp) 
'9 

(gauche) 

870 m 867 s (dp) 
"8 

(trana) 

735 "broad (r) 740 "broad 7)3 s (?) 
"3 

(gauche) 

719 m (p) ^2 
(trans) 

641 (t>) 

599 vs (t)) 600 vs (p) 
"5 

(trans) 

587 s (?) 588 3 
"4 

(gauche) 

572 (?) 

495 V (dp) 494 s '5 
(trans) 

355 m (p) 354 S (p) "4 
(trans) 

300 (p) "6 
(gauche) 

Free Radical (is) 
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Spectrum of XleF^ has "been obtained, 520cm ^ (pel). 

It wes fomd possible to join a tiiin walled sapphire tube to 

Pyrex to give a vacuum tight seal by means of a series of inter-

mediate glasses. This method is only of use for gases or fluorides 

which have a high vapour press-ore at room temperature. It will be 

discussed further in Charter 4»-

1:5 The Matrix Isolation Method 

A very powerful technique in vibrational spectroscopy is that 

of matrix isolation. The vapour of the compound under investigation 

is trapped in a matrix (usually argon or nitrogen at a ratio of 

500:1 host to comnound) at For infra-red studies caesium 

iodide is usually used as a window material. For Raman spectroscopy 

a platinium mirror is suitable for deposition of the matrix. By 

suitable arra.ngement the very reactive vapour will come in contact 

with very little glass or containment material before being trapped. 

Some disadvantages are:-

(1) No band structure (PQJi) will be seen in the infra-red. 

(2) It is not so easy to see reversible equilibrium 

(polymer ̂  '' monomer) although warm up/diffusion studies may be of 
value in forming poljrmers from monomers (20) . 

However, there are some notable gains. Bands are usually very 

sharp, which not only allows the separation of close groups of bands 

but also the study of isotope effects (2l). 

1:6 Conclusion 

There are a large range of techniques available to the chemist 

for the study of the vibrational spectra of reactive compounds like 

the volatile fluorides. Obtaining results depends on choosing the 

right method and conditions. 



CHAPTSR 2 

An AtiparafoB for Determining the Molecular v/eight of 

Fluorides and Fluoride Oxides in the Gas--chase 
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2:1 Introduction 

The molecular weight of a compound in the gss phase (temperatiires 

0 - $00°C, pressures 0,1 - J60 mm Eg) is usually determined using 

gas laws and assuming that it "behaves as an ideal gas:-

PT = dHT = S RT M 

M . # 2 ' 

(where the symbols have the usual meaning) . 

This is, in most C83es, adequate when often only an 'approximate' 

molecular weight is required (e.g. to distinguish between monomer/ 

poljTBers). Methods of measuring the molecular weight of inorganic 

compounds have "been extensively reviewed by E. Cooper and 

D.E. Stranks(22). 

To calculate a molecular weight four physical measurements 

(P,V,W, and T) have to he made and they will "be discussed in reverse 

order. 

Temperature. The temuerature is a comparatively easy determination 

to make and the method used defends on the type of apparatus and the 

temperature range. However, temperature control, and constant temp-

erature throughout the apparatus is not so easy to achieve. The 

technical requirements for control of a furnace temperature at say 

- 0.2°C at 500°C are much more severe than control of - 0.1°C at 25°C. 

Weight. In general there is no problem with this measurement. It 

is, however, necessary to ensure that the weight taken is all in the 

gas phase. Condensation onto cold parts of the apparatus and reaction 

(corrosion) with the apparatus can cause considerable errors. If 

"Dossible the product should be recovered or analysed after the deter-

mination. 

Volume. The volume of the apparatus is usually kept constant although 

small changes may occur due to temuera-ture. 

Pressure. For the determination of the molecular weights at high 

tem-ners-ture (say above 100°C) , and for corrosive compounds this is 

the most difficult measurement to make accurately. 

(a) Manometers. The standard mercury manometer cannot be used 

directly for systems at high temperature and for corrosive compounds. 

The actual manometer is protected by the use of a buffer gas and/or 

inert oils (fluorocarbon oils) and such apparatus have been used 
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reasonably successfully. Volatile fluorides diffuse to the manometer 

end dissolve in the oil or react with the mercury. This will cause 

outgassing problems for any further determinations. 

(b) Thin glpss g3,uge3. There are a number of different types; 

the three most used being the SDOon, click and s-oiral. Of these the 

st)iraJ is probably the best as developed by Yorke (23) and improved 

by Eam-nhausen (24) . 3T)iral gauges are sensitive and robust. The 

actual -oressure measurement is ma.de by an optical lever of the de-

flection of a mirror attached to the spiral. Their main disadvantage 

is that it is difficult to dry out thoroughly the actual spiral. As 

the spiral is made from thin glass, very little corrosion is required 

before it becomes porous. As in the case of the manometers the 

gauge is often protected by a buffer gas. 

(c) Bourdon Gauges. These are obtainable commercially in a 

large variety of sizes and ranges. For work with corrosive gases 

those made in stainless steel, nickel orMonel are very useful. The 

tube itself csn be thoroughly dried out find conditioned. They are, 

however, difficult to use at high temperatures, but can be adapted 

by the use of a nickel diaphragm. 

(d) Bellows I'lanometers, Because of the shortcomings of the 

pressure devices listed above the bellows method has had a consider-

able amount of interest shown in it. The principle is a simple one 

in that the expansion of a bellows is related to the pressure exerted 

on it by the gss. 

This tyDe of gauge has a ntunber of advantages 

(i) It is used almost exclusively as a null-point instrument 

(volTome virtually constant) . 

(ii) It is easy to measure small pressure differentials, 

(iii) The type of gas does not matter. 

(iv) It can be made from a wide range of materials which are 

resistant to the gas under investigation. 

The actual movement of the bellovra is usually very small, and 

so it has to be amplified by some means. Such methods used include 

mechanical, optical levers, and electrical devices (change of capac-

itance or induction for example) 

Due to the small movement of the bellows care has to be taken 

in designing the apparatus so that^on heating^the parts do not move 

'out of -ohase' due to expansion. A number of ingenious configurations 
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hsvs "been tried iising s-orings and "bellovs 'back to "back' to overcome 

this pro"bleE (2c,2$,20,2%) . 

It is -probsbly true to say that the cellows method works veil 

providing it has "been well designed and that ancillary facilities, 

are avmilahle. 

2:2 Jesi^ of A-p-parattis 

In the earlier atte&rts to obtain molecular weights (l2) on the 

volatile fluorides (niohius snd tentalum -oenta-fluoride) a bellows 

tyre of a-n-oara+us was used (see fig. 2;l). Some meaningful results 

were obtained; however,the aDnaratus was difficult to use and was 

unreliable. On hindsight, this was probably due to the following 

reasons 

(1) The volume vss large for a metal ap'oars.tus and had a large inter-

nal metal surface are?. This -presented degassing and conditioning 

tor obi ems. 

(2) It would have been an advantage to have had the use at that time 

of a metal vacuum line. This would have facilitated filling and 

conditioning of the apparatus. 

(5) The null-point method used (aligning two metal points) was a 

little unsophisticated. (There was no amplification of the bellows 

movement which would Mve made it more sensitive) . 

A more easily used and cheap method was required and the follow-

ing apparatus is the result of several abortive attempts (Kk I7b). 

2:5 Instantaneous Method. 

As has been said in the introduction chapter, dry glass ha^ a 

certain amount of resistance to fluorides and its cheapness and ease 

of construction are a greet advantage. 

The ap-oaratus is illustrated in fig. 2:2, and was constructed 

either from Pyrez or silica. The volume of the 'flask was about 

200 ml and its actual volume was measured accurately (also taking 

into account the volume of the rlunger tube and capillary). 

The "Dlunger and tube were carefully selected to ensure that they 

were straight and the cross-section was circular. It was found that 

one Viton '0' ring lightly greased with silicone grease was sufficient 
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to give a high vecuhe. In the down position the '0' rirg vas just 

out of the fturrsce. The "bottoa of the plunger fitted into & grotmd 

joint at the join with the flask. 

The weighed san-ple vras sealed, xmder vacum, in a small fragile 

ampoule. It vas held_jduring the calibration and heating up sequence, 

out of the furnace dj means of a thin glass thread. On pushing the 

plunger in, this thread "breaks dropping the ampoule to the "bottom of 

the plunger tube where the plunger sclashes it ejecting the contents 

into the flssk. 

The tea-oerature was measured "by a thermocouple placed in the 

pocket -DTOvided. 

The -oressure was neasured "by means of a glass spiral gauge 

(Pyrex) which had a sensitivity of approximately )0 cm Eg per $0° 

deflection. The actual measurement was "by an optical lever. The 

gauge vas connected to the flask "by 0,1 mm capillary tu"bing, direct 

contact >n.th the reactive gases was rrevented to some extent "by a 

"buffer gas. 

Seating was "by a furnace constructed from 6 x 1.5 Kw electric 

fire "bar elements. These were placed vertically equidistant around 

the circumference and wired in parallel. A temperature in excess 

of 700°C could be reached easily. As the temperature was measured 

when the pressure had become steady, sophisticated control of the 

furnace was not required. 

To obtain a molecular weight, the apnaratus was assembled and 

placed in the furnace which was then heated up to the required temn-

erature. Dry argon or nitrogen was allowed in on both sides of the 

gauge to a"bout 15 cm Hg. The gauge was ' calibrated by pressur-

ising the flask side of the spiral in the range 0 - 20 cm Eg. This 

system was ' -Dum-oed for several hours before adding the dry buffer 

gas. It was found that a buffer gas pressure of 15 cm Eg was the 

most satisfactory. This gas not only protected the gauge but also 

assisted in rapidly heating up the samule. V/hen the system had come 

to equilibrium ( ^ 5 0 mins.) the tap A was shut .and the plunger 

depressed. The compound under investigation was ejected into the 

flask as described -oreviously, where, in many cases, it "exploded" 

giving an immediate reading of the spiral gauge, (hence Instantaneous 

Method). Allowance has to be made for the effect of the plunger 

going down the tube resulting in an increase in pressure. 
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2:4 Calibration 

A convenient stable compoimd for checking the performance of 

the apparatus is hexachloroethane. The results of the calibration 

runs, along with aliminium trichloride and aluminium tribromide are 

showm in the following table. 

TABLE 2:1 

Calibration Data for the Instantaneous Method 

Compound TemT).°C Vt taken (g) Pressure Apparent Actual 

(cm Eg) Mole Vt. Mole Wt 

C2CI6 242 0.1290 9.0 234 2)7 

C2CI6 269 0.1490 10.5 248 237 

G2CI6 532 0.0856 7.1 2)4 237 

AlgCl^ 284 0.1010 6.4 282 266 

Al^Brg 344 0.1070 4.5 496 5)) 

2:5 Results 

1) The results for tellurium tetrachloride have been presented in 

Part I Charter 5 of this thesis. 

2) Kessurements on NbP^, Ta?^, KoF^O, VF^O are presented in the next 

chapter. 

3) Attempts were made to determine the molecular weight of antimony 

pentsfluoride; however it proved impossible to get a reliable 

known weight of the compound in the ampoule. 

4) The compound "TeCl2Br2" (28) gave erratic results which is to be 

expected as it decomposes. 

5) The apparatus was constructed from silica and used for a number 

of determinations on rhenium trichloride. 



CHAPTER 3 

Molecular Weights of Some Transition 

Metal Fluorides and Fluoride Oxides 
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3:1 yio"bitmi and Tantal-ua Pentafluorides. 

As has already been noted, on going down a group of the periodic 

table the volatility of the fluorides show a narked decrease. An 

example of this behaviour is the volatility of the Group 7a penta-

fluorides, ^ Taf^. The corresponding actinide, protact-

inium pentafluoride,however, is even less . ̂ volatile (29). 

VP3 ITbP̂  
D 

PsF 

M.Pt °C 19.5 72 97 

B.Pt °C 48 236 -229.5 500 (sublimes vac) 

Vanadium pentafluoride in the gas phase has been shown by 

vibrational spectroscopy (30,31,52) and electron-diffraction (33) to 

be monomeric with probably a distorted symmetry. 

The niobium and tantalum pentafluoriies have been the subject 

of a number of spectroscopic investigations, the results of which 

are somewhat conflicting, A gas phase infra-red study of niobium 

pentafluoride by Blanchard (34) was interpreted as being due to the 

presence of monomers with symmetry. 

A Raman spectroscopic study of molten NbF^ and TaP^ by Selig 

et al (35) has also been interpreted in tenns of monomers. A re-

examination of the melts by Beattie and co-workers (36) suggested 

that the fluorides were xiolymers with cis-fluorine bridges similar 

to that found for SbF^ polymers (37)• 

Having shown by mass spectrometry that KoP^ is monomeric, 

Ovellette et al suggested, on the basis of the similarity of the 

Raman srectra of molten lioP̂ , FbP^ and TsP^, that all three are mono-

meric (38) . 

The electron-diffraction studies of ITbP̂  and TaP^ have led to 
5 5 

the conclusion that in the gas phase (39)tvs in the solid (40) they 

are mainly tetramers. Mass spectrometric determinations (41,42) how-

ever indicated that trimers, dimers and monomers are the main species, 

and little, if any, tetramer 1 ' Is ; nresent. 

3:2 Molecular Weights 

As can be seen from the foregoing the species present must be 

identified before it is possible to interpret the Rajnan and infra-red 
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spectra. The molecular weights of the two fluorides vere determined 

at various tempera.fares using the apparatus and method described in 

the previous chapter. The results obtained are shown in Table 3:1. 

TA3L5 3s1 

Gss Phase Molecular Weierht Data 

Kiobium pentailuoride 

(Konomer Hole Vt . 188) 

Temp 
(°c) 

Vt taken 
(g) 

Pressure 
(cm Eg) 

Apparent 
Kole Vt 

Degree of 
association 

246 0.2282 7.6 496 2.6 

248 0.2340 8.7 453 2.4 

263 0.0853 4.5 343 1.8 

266 0.2970 12.4- 419 2.2 

271 0.0760 9.2 346 1.8 

330 0.1871 13.2 276 1.4 

334 0.0768 7.2 209 1.1 

405 0.2429 24.6 214 1.15 

Tantalum Pentafluoride 

( Monomer Kole Vt. 276) 

Temn 
(°c) 

Vt taken 
(g) 

Pressure 
(cm Eg) 

Apparent 
Koie Vt 

Degree of 
association 

31) 0.2168 7.2 579 2.10 

317 " 0.0554 2.2 490 1.78 

384 0.1130 7.1 344 1.24 

385 0.0900 6.0 324 1.17 

420 0.1050 8.2 291 1.06 

439 0.0288 2.45 278 1.00 

It is probable that these determinations are of an unsaturated 

vanour (effectively giving a lover degree of assocation). A recent 

determination (45) using what is essentially a Dumas method on the 

saturated vapour has indicated that the gas contains trimeric or 
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higher polymers at temperatures just above the "boiling point, 

approaching monomers at around (pressure: atmospheric). Their 

results are in good agreement \fith those obtained here. The general 

interpretation of the results are as one would expect, to obtain 

monomer high temperptures (circa 400°C) and low pressures (<C1 atmo-

sphere) are required. 

5:3 Infra-red sud Haman of Gas phase FbF^ and TaPr 

Using the simple all sapphire cell described in Part II 

Ch3.pter 1, Alexander (l2,l4) obtained a series of gas phase Raman 

Spectra which showed reversible changes. Due to the high pressures 

(up to 4 atmospheres) even at 400°C there were still signs of peaks 

which were present initially (83signed to polymeric species). In 

an endeavour to obtain a Rama.n spectrum of the monomeric species the 

sapphire cells, using gold and gas filled '0' rings described pre-

viously, were used (this work was carried out in collaboration with 

Dr. G.J. Van Schalkwyk sjid Mr. D. Everett) . Although the main feature 

(viz one strong polarised peak in the fluorine stretching region) 

was observed, it was not possible to identify any other peaks. The 

gas phase TaP^ spectrum,even at r̂ 750*̂ C,had polymer peaks present, 

which was almost certainly due to the high pressure present in the 

cell (circa 4 atmospheres based on monomer) . It is possible th3,t 

the newly designed metal/sapphire cell will give better results. 

The three strong bands, 740, 688 and $10 cm found in the 

infra-red spectrum of gaseous niobium pentafluoride by Blanchard 

were assigned by her to v^, and of a molecule of symmetry. 

Alexander (l2,14) repeated this experiment using an infra-red cell 

with silver chloride windows, and got quite good agreement (749s, 

754s, 689s, ^lOm cm ^). A similar determination for tantalum penta-

fluoride gave bands at 751'w, 740w, 716s, 705s, 690s and 522m cm 

These determinations were carried out in the gas phase at about 

100°C. 

The infra-red spectra, of niobium pentafluoride was obtained 

using the diamond windowed cell in the temperature range 90 - 250°C, 

At circa 100°C the following bands were obtained - 744 vs, 751 vs, 

686 s, 514 broad medium and 5OO sh. On heating to circa 250°C the 

first three bands broadened and their intensities were about equal. 
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There vas the tiossihii ity of a new weak "band oocuring at 710 cm~^. 

This was found, to be reversible. 

Table 2 shows the gas phase Infra-red and Raman vibrational 

spectra obtained by Alexander and confirmed by this work (excepting 

TaP^ infra-red). 

TABLE 3:2 

Vibrational Spectra, of Niobium and Tantalum Pentafluoride 

GaB Phase circa 110°C 

NbF^ (cm" ) Taf, 

5 5 

Infra-red Raman Infra-red Raman 

757 s pol 751 w 752 s pol 

749 s 740 w 

734 s /727 polj /742 pol/ 

716 s 716 w 

703 8 

689 s 687 m pol 69O s 695 w pol 

510 m br 522 ms br 

253 mw 254 w 

210 w 220 w 

^170 w 120 w 

^130 

Band in square bracket due to monomer. 

If the pentafluorides are cis-fluorine bridged polymers at low 

temperatures (i.e. just above the boiling point) similar to that 

found in SbF^ (37) , the spectra cajn be interpreted as due to a 

group and to the MP^M bridging group. The group would 

be similar to TeCl^ (see Part I Chanter 3) with two strong polarised 

Raman bands (axial symmetric stretch, KFg equatorial symmetric 

stretch), and in the infra-red three intense bands due to fluorine 

stretches (axial I-IFg, antisjTmnetric stretch and the equatorial 
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symmetric and antisymmetric stretches). The bridging modes are only 

likely to be strong in the infra-red. 

The Hainan spectra of the low temperature gas phase show two 

polarised bands in each cs.se ~ 757 s, 687 n ana TaF^ - 722 s, 

693 v) . The three strong bands in the infra-red (l?bP̂  - 749 s, 734 s, 

6693; TaP^ - 716 s, 703 s and 690 s) can be assigned to three stretch-

ing modes, while the bands in the 300 cm ^ region are nrobably the 

bridging modes. It can be seen that^in a qualitative vayjthe snectra 

agree well with the presence of polymers. 

On raising the temperature a Raman vesk at 727 cm"' for KbF^ 

and 742 cm for TaP^ grow in intensity (both peaks polarised). In 

the Raman spectra of ITbF at temperatiire >500°C and Tsressure about 

5 atmospheres only the peek at 727 cm"' remains. With TaP^ even at 
o 5 

temperatures around 7OO G the originally intense peak at 752 cm" is 

still present sa a shoulder. If the monomeric pentafluorides have 

the likely symmetry, (cf P?, (44), AsP^ (31) and SbF^ (,S)) the 

Esman spectra should have two polarised bands (2a^^) one of which 

will be very strong. The remaining Ramsn peaks are comparatively 

weak, so it is not surprising, considering the conditions, that they 

have not been identified in the spectra. In the infra-red, two in-

tense bands would be expected, and v^, in the fluorine stretching 

region. However,with the present limit to the infra-red cell of 

250^0 it is obvious that we are in a mixed region (polymers and 

monomers) and it was not possible to distinguish any new bands. 

Prom a study of the polymer/monomer equilibrium it is evident 

that these compounds are strongly fluorine bridged polymers. 

5:4 The Nature of the Species Present in the Gas Phase of W,0 and MoF.O 
— — 4 4-

The volatility of fluorides down a group of the periodic table 

has been discussed in the previous chapters. On proceeding across 

the table and considering isoelectronic species, it hns been suggested 

that the boiling point sequence 7P^ >150°C; VP 0 110°C; CrF.Og 29.6°C 

is due to the weakening of the bond trans to the M = 0 (46,47). Por 

the followj,ng isoelectronic pairs of compounds, SbP^ 235°c/MoP^O 186°C 

and TsP^ 229 C/WP^O I85.9 C, it would be expected that similar con-

siderations apply. 

As has been stated in the previous section, niobium and tantalum 
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pentafluoride are "believed to "be strongly cis fluorine "bridged poly-

mers, and it is of interest to com-Dsre them ̂ fith HoF.O and W,0 as 
4 4 

discrete molecules and in their polymerization behaviour. 

The crystal structures of YF^Q (46), MoF^O (48), ReP^O (49) and 

TcF^O (50) hfve been interpreted as fluorine bridged polymers, while 

V/F̂ O in contrast ha.s been said to contain oxygen bridges (51) • On 

the other hand, vibrational spectra indicate ths.t WP.O and MoF.O are 
4 4 

fluorine bridged, both showing the characteristic M = 0 stretch in 

the infra-red and Raman. 
The determination of the molecular weights of WF.O and MoF.O in 

4 4 

the gas phase were carried out as described in the previous chapter, 

and the results are shown in table 3:3 

TABLE 3:3 

Gas Phase Molecular Weights for W,0 and MoF.O 
^ 4 _ 

Temple Wt Taken (g) Apparent Hole Vt Degree.of association 

WF^O (mole wt 276) 

242 0.0718 520 1.16 

246 0.4253 332 1.20 

25) 0.1929 296 1.07 

271 0.0930 288 1.04 

289 0.3054 305 1.10 

556 0.0802 298 1.08 

MoF^O (mole wt 188) 

231 0.0465 189 1.00 

301 0.1313 175 0.94 

314 0.0535 176 0.94 

414 0.0551 185 1.00 
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The results show that V.T̂ O and MoP^O are essentially monomeric 

in the gas rhase although for \iF̂ O there is the possibility of some 

polymerization at low temperatures and high pressures. Correspond-

ing to these results the infra-red and Raman spectra have been 

found to be invariant with temperature. 

Beattie and co-workers (9) have investigated the compounds by 

vibrational spectroscopy and their findings show that the compounds 

in the gas phase are of symmetry. Electron diffraction has 

recently confirmed the fluorine atoms are at the corners of a square-

based pyramid with an apica^ ozygen, analogous to XeF^O. The assign-

ments sxQ shown in table 5i4« 

TABLE 3:4 

Assignments of Fundaiaental Frequencies for Monomers 

(cm"^) 

Mode Symmetry • VP.O 
4 

MoP, 
4 

a- 1055 1048 

^2 75) 714 

"5 
248 264 

"4 
b 651 

b 291 

"6 ^2 )28 

'7 
e 698 720 

^8 
e 298 294 

"9 -
e 2)6 236 

In constrast then to and TaF^ KoF^O and form weakly 

fluorine bridged polymers which easily break down to give monomers 

in the gas phase. 
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The table 5:5 contrasts the isoelectronic series. 

TABLE 3;5 

Formal c i -a dv f 
CoEDOimd Oziiztion B.Pt. , Gas Phase Ref. 

°c • structure monomer 

TaF^ 5 229 cis-fluorine polymer/ 14 
"bridged monomer 

W?^0 6 28509 fluorine monomer C 52 
•bridged mainly 

^̂ 5̂*̂ 2 7 - - monomer 53 

8 - - monomer 54 

The general trend is that with the substitution of oxygen for 

fluorine (thereby raising the formal oxidation state) the tendancy 

to -DOlymerise is reduced. In the next chapter the behaviour of a 

non-transition fluoride oxide will be considered and compared with 

the above. 

3:5 Preparations 

Eiobium -centafluoride and tantalum pentafluoride were pre-oared 

by the fluoridation of the metal at 300°C followed by several subli-

mations in vacuo (55) • 

w'P̂ O and KoF^O were rre-nared by -oassing fluorine over WO^ or 

KoO^ at 500°C. 

All four compounds were stored in breakseal amnoules. 



CHAPT5R 4 

A Stu-Qj of the Shane of (TeP O) ̂  and the 

Atten-oted Preparation of the Konomer 
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4:1 Introduction 

Many fluoride oxides of the transition elements have been syn-

thesized and studied cr^'^stallographically, and the majority of them 

are polymeric in the solid state forming fluorine "bridges in prefer-

ence to oxygen "bridges (.9 ) . In compering the behaviour of the 

fluorides and fluoride oxides of the non-transition elements with 

those of the trs.nsition elements, the isoelectronic species antimony 

pentafluoride (monomer), tellurium te+rafluoride oxide (dimer) and 

iodinetrifluoride dioxide (dimer) are of special interest. 

Antimony pentafluoride (Kt.pt. 8.)°C, B.rt. 150°C) has "been 

studied in all three phases by a number of techniques. In the solid 

it has been shown by X-ray to be monoclinic (56) based on tetramers 

with cis-fluorine bridges (closely related to niobium pentafluoride). 

The melt has been studied using and again interpreted as a 

cis-fluorine bridged structure with approximately octahedral co-ord-

ination about the antimony (57)• Mass-spectra studies have also 

shown that polymers are present in the gas (58) . 

It ws-s not possible to obtain molecular weights of SbF^ using 

the apparatus described in Part II chapter 2 for the reasons given. 

However recent determination on the saturated vapours by a modified 

Dumas method (43) has confirmed the early results (59). At temper-

atures just above 100°C the vapour has a degree of association of 

approximately three while at temperatures near 300°C it is essentially 

monomer. 

The vibrational suectra of the melt and gas have been extensively 

studied (36,60). The gas rhase spectra (infra-red and Raman) are of 

most interest as they show the expected reversible equilibrium 

rolymer ^ •* monomer. 

The monomer has been, by comparison with PP^ (44) and AsF^ (51), 

suggested to be of symmetry ( -3 ) . From such spectroscopic studies 

reasonable assignments as to the stretching • modes can be made. 

It was hoped to be able to carry out a similar study of the 

(TeF^O)^ molecule. In t)S.ra,llel with this work investigation of the 

molecule was also being carried out (15)• 
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4:2 Pret)g.rgtion of (TeF.O)^. 
— — — —'-iir-

This coacound wa.s first prepared "by Serrelt (6l) and the prep-

aration described in this section is based on his method. It is a 

difficult preparation and it is described in some detail under the 

following headings 

1) Chemicals used 

2) Lithium Methozide (LiOCH^) 

5) Preparation of TeF (OH) from telluric acid and fluoro-

sulphonic acid. 

4) Preparation of LiOTeP^ 
\ 5 
5; Pyrolysis of LiOTeP^ end purification of (TeF^O)^ 

1) Chemicals a) Telluric acid, Te(CH)g, B.D.H. ans.lar grade was 

used as obtained. 

h) Trichlorofluoromethane, CPCl^ (99.9^ B.D.H.) was 

distilled from calcium hydride and kept over 

molecular sieves. 

c) Pluorosul-Dhonic acid (Pluorochem) vas fractionally 

distilled at atmospheric pressure. 

d) Methanol vas dried by the standard method. 5g clean 

dry magnesium turnings and 0.5g iodine were placed 

in a 2 1 flask fitted with a condenser, $0 - 75 cl 

of methanol vas added and the mixture waraed until 

the iodine disappeared. After the reaction had 

subsided $00 ml of methanol vas added and the mix-

ture refluxed for 30 min. followed by a fractional 

distillation. The dry methanol was stored on 

molecular s(elves (4A) . 

2) Preparation of LiOCH,. In stage 4 a known amount of lithium meth-

oxide is required and this can be achieved in either of two vays. 

In the first method a known amount of lithium is converted to the 

methoxide and used directly. In the second, a batch of lithium meth-

oxide is prepared and the required amount weighed out. l̂ o advantage 

vas found in one method over the other. 

The lithium metal was roughly weighed, washed with benzene and 

the outer layer of oxide removed before placing in an argon flushed 

dry box. The meta? \»'as then scraped a^in to give a bright surface 

before adding in smal1 amounts^ (0.2g) to excess methanol (50 ml). 

^ f method one is being used the lithium must be cut until it weighs 
the right amount. 
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The EixtTxre was stirred continuously and left for axi hour or more, 

when there was no sign of sxij lithium. The excess methanol was re-

moved under a vacuum (<ZlO "'mm Eg) at for several hours 

(e.g. 6 hours required for a A-5s hatch). 

3) Pre-pĵ -ration of TeF (OH) . This compound, even when kept under 

anhydrous conditions, tended to decompose so it was prep-ared in sisal 1 

ajEOunts when required. A convenient -orepars-tion was 43s of telluric 

acid added to I40 si of the fluorosul-ohonic acid in a 25O ml flask. 

The flask was steadily heated up until the distillate, usually a 

slushy liquid, comes off. This distillate was then distilled from 

a 5O-5O mixture of sulnhuric acid "before fractionating. (Kt.rt. 

4) FreT>a.rs-tion of LiOTeF^. Batches of ahout 20g of TeF^(OS) were 

weighed out as well as the correct amount of lithium methozide. The 

reaction was carried out in a dry box using a 100 ml flask fitted 

with a greaseless tan. The lithium methoside was suspended in the 

trichlorofluoromethane (5.8g LiOCH^ per 100 ml CCl^P) and rapidly 

stirred. A solution of TeF (OE) (24g/20 ml) was added slowly to the 

stirred suspension, a vigorous reaction took place immediately and 

was complete within minutes of the final addition. This was in con-

trast to that rerorted "by Se-opelt in which the reaction took several 

hours. (However if the lithium methozide was not as a fine powder, 

lumps could take some time to react) . The reaction was left stir-

ring for one to two hours "before removing from the dry hox (tap 

shut) and centrifuging (2-5 mins at 2,000 r.p.m.). The solvent was 

then decanted from the white precipitate. (There anneared to be 

very little dissolved solid in the solvent). The yield appeared to 

"be high (>90/0 again in contrast to that found by Senpelt. The 

product was now dried at $0 - 5*̂ 0 and a vacuum of < 10 ^mm Hg for 

ut) to 50 hours. 

The product should be a white free running powder and it is 

essential that it is free of methanol and TeP (OH) (see Matrix exp-

eriment) . If, however, the product is "gummy" little or no (TeF^0)2 

will be obtained in the pyrolysis. 

5) Pyrolysis and Purification of Product. The flask containing the 

LiOTeF^ was now glassblovn directly to a vacuum line consisting of 

three 'U' tube traps each having a breakseal at the "bottom of the '"D*. 

Each trap can be isolated by means of a greaseless tap. The system 
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was evacuated and flamed out in th6 usual way. The trap (l) farthest 

away from the flask was cooled with liquid nitrogen and the fls.sk 

heated to 100 - 120°C (liquid paraffin hath). A second fraction, 

120 - 170°C was collected in the middle trap (2), and a third fraction 

170°C and above in the third trs.t) (3) . 

Trap 1 contained traces of methanol and TeF^(OH) 

Tra-t) 2 contained a mixture of TeF^(OH) , (TeF^O) ̂  and higher 

polymers 

Trap 5 contained higher polymers of tellurium fluoride and 

oxygen (These polymers may he similar to those obtained 

"by Campbell and Robinson (62) in earlier experiments) . 

The contents of trap 2 were sealed off in the breakseal ampoule 

and connected to a system containing 2 - $ ml of sulphuric acid. 

After reacting the contents of the trap with the sulphuric acid, the 
the h-OLp 

acid v/as decanted off and^sealed off. The product was distilled in-

to a new breakseal and the operation repeated with fresh acid. 

Several nurifications (at least three) are necessary before a pure 

rroduct is obtained. (Mt.pt. 28 - Density of (TeP^O) ̂  "7 ' 

As can be seen this is a lengthy and difficult preparation. 

However, unlike (lF^02)2» (TeF^O)^ keecs well in breakseal ampoules. 

One of the crucial stages was to remove all the methanol and 

TeF^(OH) from the lithium salt. To overcome this problem an alter-

native route was tried. 

P. Sladky and co-workers (52) prepared the lithium salt by the 

reaction of lithium chloride with TeF^(OH) in dry acetonitrile. The 

TeF^(OH) was prepared in the usual way and weighed. The required 

amount of lithium chloride (dried) for the reaction 

TeF^(OH) + LiCl = ECl * LiOTeF 

was placed in a flask attached to a vacuum line similar to that 

described above. The TeF^(OH) and dry acetonitrile were then distilled 

onto the lithium chloride. The flask was allowed to warm up slowly 

with continuous stirring. After one hour the acetonitrile and ECl 

were distilled off and the flask warmed to 50 - 70°C with continuous 

•Dumping. A white solid product was obtained which was pyrolysed in 

the manner described above, giving small amounts of, what appeared to 

bê  t)Olymeric material. This route requires more development to get 
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the conditions right, "but it looks 'a. much easier method. 

4*5 Infra-red and Ram^n S-pectra. 

The initial infra-red spectra were obtained using silicon wind-

owed cells. These were of roor quality and the hands at 650 cm 

were not distinguishable from the silicon hand 620 cm ^) . A re-

examination of the gas nhase infra-red using a diamond windowed 

M'onel hodied cell gave a very good quality spectrum in the region 

1200 - 200 cm~^ and this is re-ported here. The agreement with that 

T)Uhlished is very good with one excention. The hand at 660 cm 

medium.intensity reported by Sermelt was not obtained. However a 

hand did occur at 667 cm~^ whose intensity was independent of the 

amount of (TeP^0)2 present in the gas pha.se. This was almost cert-

ainly due to COg. (Only of the incident radiation is trans-

mitted and the band may arise due to sji imbalance of the sample and 

reference beams. It was useful in that it provided .a check on the 

calibration of the srectrum!) 

The infra-red results are tabulated with those obtained by 

Seppelt, and those for (iFyOg), in table 4:1" It can be seen that 

the agreement between the spectra obtained and those of Seppelt is 

good (especially if 655 v cm ^ st 660 m cm ^). This, coupled with 

the melting point,leads us to believe we are dealing with the same 

compound. The interesting point of the spectra of (TeF^0)2 and 

(iPjOp2 is that the latter shows a typical terminal oxygen stretch-

ing vibration. 

The Raman spectra of the solid and meit were obtained in Pyrex 

and silica fubes using the Gary 82. The gas pha.se spectrum was 

obtained in silica and sa-ophire tubes (see rolymer/monomer section) 

"using the SPEX I4OI (5145 ̂  laser excitation). The Raman spectra 

vere used as a check on the -Qurity and compared with TeF^(OH) . The 

main difference from that obtained by Seppelt is the 610 cm ^ peak 

which appeared to be depolarised in our spectra, (it was difficult 

to obtain deuolarizRtion ratios as it was a very weak band). These 

results are shown in table 4:2. 
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TABLE 4:1 

Gas Pho.se Infi-s.-red of (TeF^O)^ 

Diaaond 

window cell Seppelt (6l) (iP^O^)2 (l5) 

266 a sharp 26$ s 

280 sh sbart) 285 la 285 v 

505 s 5O8 S 506 w 

528 m 530 a )32 w 

403 E 405 S 576 W 

653 sh 635 22 619 m 

641 a 641 m 

655 vv sh 660 m 666 s 

696 s 698 s 684 s 

7I8 TVS 719 V3 705 s 

735 "("s 736 s 740 m "broad 

775 V sharo 

880 V "broad 

895 m 

915 vs 
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Although it is not possible to make exact assignments of "bands 
some qualitative discussion can be made. 

iTie compound hss been shown to be dimeric in the gas phase by 

fiiolecular weight and maas spectrometer determinations (6l). The 

Siailarity between the Raman spectra of solid, liquid and gas phases 

ineaiis tliat it is likely to be dimeric in all three phases. 

-As there is no sign of terminal Te - 0 bands in the 1,000 cm - 1 

legion (iF^Og 970 cm~ and SeP^O 1010 cm (6l)) the molecules would 

appear to be oxygen bridged. If it has a centre of symmetry there 

shoxild be no coincident bands and this appears to be the case. 

'Thfe ~ simplest structure is then 

and "the question is - do the spectra fit? 

J'or such a molecule there will be six polarized bands, four of 

Vhich (two stretches and two deformations) will be associated with 

the terminal tellurium fluorine bonds. The remaining two will be 

'associated with the Te^O^ ring, one of which,unfortuna.tely^ will occur 

-in the same region as tellurium fluorine stretching modes. 

Figure 4:3 outlines the bands likely to occur in the 

600 •- 700 cm^^. The three polarized a modes due to two termina.l 

-fl'ti'orîie stretches and a bridge are likely to be 660, 686 and 

'740 Cm~~ (gas phase) . The remaining Raman bands (bg^ + ^^Ig^ sire 

'depolarised and probably 600 , 610 end 714 cm ^ (liquid phase, all 

fcom'paratively weak) •. 

As the molecule has a centre of symmetry there will be six non-

•C'oi'ncident bands in the infra-red (b^^ + 2b2^ + $b^^) . The most 

likely bands are 633, 641, 696, 718, 735 with possibly the 655 cm 

(Sepnelt's 660 cm"̂ ') band being the sixth, 

In a qualitative way the rrorosed structure agrees with the 

Spectra obtained. It is of interest to compare the spectra of the 

Isoe'lectronic species (IP^O^) 2 with (TeF^O)p. The former appears 

- 1 

4"'2' 
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p I s o to "be dimeric with oxygen "bridges; however, as it has two term-

iria,l oxygens there vn.ll "be two I - C stretching nodes. A preliminary 

X-rsj structure (45) of the solid shows it to be oxygen bridged with 

trans oxygen. 

4?4 Poiyser/Honoiner Eqiiilibrirn 

The test conditions for the formation of monomers would be low 

presstires and a high tec-pere.tiire, and for this reŝ son tre infra-red 

technique is the "better of the vibi%tional spectra methods. 

Initial infra.-red experiments were carried out using a 10 cm 

long, silicon windowed pyres cell arranged as in fig. 4:2. 

A 

V 
Sqsple 

Vacuum 
Line 

Fig. 4:2. Infra-red Experiment. 

After thoroughly drying out under vacuum the apparatus was 

sealed off from the system. The ampoule was opened and a spectrum 

run (P.S. 225, Cell at 40°C, Tapour pressure that of (TeP^O)2 at 

-40°C). The sample W3,s condensed out and the cell heated up to the 

required temperature. The compound was then allowed into the heated 

cell and the spectra re-run. After each determination the sample in 

the cell was condensed out into the right hand tube. In this way a 
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fresh ssin-Dle W8.s used for each run and the compound was not in contact 

with the cell during the heating % sequence. 

There was no sign at any time of a hand that could be assigned 

to a Te - 0 "bond which would indicate the formation of a monomer. 

The ST>eotra were poor above 200°C as the background absorption of the 

cell increased due to the silicon windows. Doping of the silicon 

also took place a permanent, band which increased after each addi-

tion appeared (circa 1100 cm """) . 

If monomers are formed it is likely that they are very reactive 

and in a Pyrex/silicon appars,tus it would be surprising if they were 

not removed immediately by reaction with the cell walls. (This is 

especially so as the silicon is in a zero oxidation state). When 

the temperature reached 200°C bands of silicon tetrafluoride (l022 cm~^) 

occurred which complicated the system further. 

The Monel infra-red cell with diamond windows should be free of 

some of these cLl̂ ;ficuLtfes, The arrajigement was much the same as in 

the sketch for the silicon cell except thatf^onel valves and tubing 

were used. The cell was conditioned with hot fluorine before use. 

The snectra. were much clearer (i.e. no SiF^) and the results are 

reported in table 4:1 . On raising the temperature to 250°C there 

was still no sign of any monomer. 

JTaOSeP̂  (unlike the corresponding NaOTeF^) on pyrolysis gives 

a white solid which frozen out at -196°C indicates from its Raman 

spectra that it is monomeric SeF^O (lOlO cm~^ due to Se - O). The 

H.M.R. and mass spectra are in agreement with this (6l). On raising 

the temperature to -lOO^C the compound dimerises irreversibly. A 

mass spectra of the pyrolysis products of LiOTeF^ by Senpelt gave 

no positive indication of monomer. It was decided to pyrolyse the 

LiOTeP^ collecting the products in an argon matrix and then obtaining 

an Infra-red srectra.. A sample of LiOTeP^ was prepared and thorough-

ly dried before attaching to the Matrix isolation equipment. The 

sample was further pumped at a vacuum of 10 ^ over night before heat-

ing to around 100°C. The initial deposit even then showed bands 

typical of methanol. The matrix was removed by allowing it to warn 

up, end a fresh deposition made. 

The spectrum (Table 4:$) is obviously complicated by the 

presence of other polymers besides (TeF^O)2 and also some TeF^(OH). 
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TABLE 4:5 

Matrix Infra-red (cm 

(P.E. 225 Argon Matrix) 

Matrix Gas Pha.se 

all 

strong 

and 

sharp 

627 s 

637 s 

696 

707 

716 
723 

728 

740 

760 w 

858 w 

864 W 

6 ^ s h 

641 m 

696 s 

718 ws 

755 vs 

775 w 

880 w 

There is,however, no sign of a. hand in the 1,000 cm "region which would 

indicate monomer. 

Some Drelimins.ry Eammn experiments were carried out using sealed 

silica tubes. The serious disadvantages with this method is that the 

compound is present during the heating • , time and any decomposition 

products formed cannot be removed. A summary of the results of such 

an experiment are given in table 4*4 , and although no corrosion of 

the tube appears to have taken place the compound itself shows signs 

of decomposition. 
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A Raman experiment similar to the Infra-red vas carried out 

vising- the apparatus as sketched in fig. 4j3. 

0 
W 

V 
Sampl e 

To Vacuum 
Line 

Spp-ohire 
Tubs 

V 

Pig. 4:$. Raman Experiment 

The sapphire tube was joined (" wetted") to the Pyres by meajis 

of intenaediate sealing glasses. When heating the sapphire, which 

forms the Ramp.n cell, the joins were kept cool by blowing cold air 

over them. The tube was heated to the required temperature before 

allowing a sample of the compound into the middle section. A Raman 

spectrum twos then run, and then the contents of the cell ujete con-

densed into the right hand tube. This was repeated at a number of 

temperatures up to 300°C but again no sign of a band in the 

1000 cm ' region was seen. At temperatures above $00°C corrosion 

started to place on the glass parts of the apparatus. 
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4:5 Conclusion 

Like (if,02)2? (TeF^O)^ arrears to contain a strong oxygen 

bridge. It is of interest to coa-oare the isoelectronic series 

Formal 
ComTjovLid Oxidation B.Pt. 

state °C . 
Solid Gas 

Phase 
Remarks 

(sWj)^ 5 150 cis- polymeric Konomer D,, 
fluorine symmetry 
"bridged of. FbF 

(TeP^dig 6 77.5 oxygen 
"bridge 
diaer 

diner No monomer 

(iPjOPj 150 oxygen 
"bridge 
diner 

dimer ITo monomer 

XeF^Og very 
volatile 

monomer D 
3h 

Antimony -oentafluoride is very similar in "behaviour to niobium 

and tantalum ttentafuorides forming very strong cis-fluorine "bridges. 

On the other hand the substitution of an oxygen for a fluorine atom, 

(unlike transition metal fluoride oxides) results in a strong oxygen 

bridge for non-transition metal fluoride oxides. 

In the case of the transition metals the molecular shape will 

be dominated by the strong p_ - d^ bonding of the metal oxygen 

bond. With MF^O the four fluorine atoms (the base of the -pyramid) 

will be pushed back away from the strong electron density created 

by the oxygen" metal bond. This will protect the sixth octahedral 

position (opposite the oxygen) reducing the tendency for polymer-

isation. 

Assuming that the bonding in the non-transition fluoride oxide 

uses only s and p orbitals the metal oxygen "bond will have extensive 

s character (as it is relatively shorter than a metal fluorine). 

Tiie T) , V and -d orbitals are used then for the four fluorine atoms 
- x' y z 

giving the preferred structures:-
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0 Te' 

The result of such reasordjig will be that there will be a 

formal negative cmrge on the oxygen and a positive one on the 

tellmriuEi atoa. On this basis dimerization affords two new 

Te - 0 bonds. 
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